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A visit from Santa

Iraq tests missiles, expects
talks to include Palestine
By ARTHUR ALLEN
Associated Press Writer

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — The
Bush administration says Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein poses
a long-term threat to world
peace and "has to be dealt
with" even if he withdraws
Iraqi troops from Kuwait and
frees western hostages.

STATE
WHITESBURG — Poet and
environmentalist Wendell Berry
eulogized Harry Caudill as "an
unprecedented man" whose
work to protect Appalachia and
its people must be continued.
FRANKFORT — Try as he
might, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
couldn't persuade people to
ignore that foot in his mouth the
other day in Georgetown when
Toyota annoitged its big
expansion.

SPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO — It's
finally here, the NFL's biggest
game of 'King of the Hill' so far
this season. With little more
than bragging rights at stake,
tonight's matchup between the
co-owners of the league's best
record, the New York Giants
and the San Francisco 49ers, has
had schedule-watchers peeking
ahead for more than a month.

50-CENTS

Santa Claus was among the most popular participants in the 1990 Murray Christmas Parade held Saturday morning. The parade was sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club.
StafT photo by Mary Layton

Saddam Hussein says he expects
the Palestinian question to be on
the agenda of talks with U.S. officials on preventing war, for which
Iraq has shown itself to be preparing with the test-firing of mediumrange missiles.
The surface-to-surface missiles,
with a range of 400 miles, were
.fired and landed Sunday within
Iraqi territory.
Iraq fitted similar weapons with
conventional warheads during its
eight-year war with Iran, but they
could also be equipped with chemical weapons, Defense Secreatary
Dick Cheney said in an interview
on ABC-TV.
The U.S. military refused to confirm or deny reports that allied forces in the Persian Gulf went on
alert after detecting the missiles,
presumably with spy satellites or

i
t

AWACS airborne early-warning
radar planes.
"The flight path of the missiles
was away from U.S. and coalition
forces," according to a U.S. military statement in Saudi Arabia.
In an interview broadcast Sunday
a Frcnchy television network, Saddam said the chances of war in the
Persian Gulf stand at "50-50,"
with the outcome depending
discussions between his govern
ment and Secretary of State lames
A. Baker
Bush offered on Friday to send
Baker to Baghdad and the Iraqis
accepted.
"If they want to make this meeting a real path toward dialogue,
then we are closer to peace," Saddarn said.
"But if they want to make this
meeting nothing other than a formal exhibition for the American
(Cont'd on page 2)

Earthquake could damage Calvert City plants
CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP) —
Even if there is no earthquake in
early December, officials at the
U.S. Department of Energy's
uranium -enrichment plant near
Paducah and at the Calvert City
chemical complex still have plenty
about which to worry.
Most scientists have dismissed
New Mexico climatologist lben
Browning's projection that a large
quake is likely within 48 hours of
Dec. 3 or 4. But most concur that a
tremor measuring at least 6.5 on
the Richter scale is bound to erupt

along the New Madrid fault in the
next 50 years.
The last strong quake on the
fault was a 6.5 tremor in 1895.
The uranium-enrichment plant
and the six major chemical plants
in Calvert City are in the area that
scientists say could sustain "ruinous" damage — the second most
severe level — should an earthquake of 7.6 on the Richter scale
hit the New Madrid fault.
The chemical plants produce,
store and use a variety of toxic and
explosive chemicals, while the

uranium-enriclurient plant contains
large amounts of moderately
radioactive uranium hexafluoride.
Corporate and government officials are insisting that the plants
pose no hazard in the event of even
a devastating earthquake. But some
have taken more precautions than
others.
About 80 percent of the Atochem of North America plant,
which stores large quantities of
corrosive, toxic hydrofluoric acid,
meets earthquake-resistant code,
said manager Wayne O'Quinn.

Control rooms have been rebuilt to
withstand an earthquake and enable
an orderly shutdown of the facility,
he said.
But only about one-third of the
Air Products and Chemicals Inc.
plant is built to earthquakeresistant code, according to manager Tom Tarwater. Refurbishing
the entire plant to meet earthquakeresistance standards mandated in
the last decade would cost $100
million and he prohibitively expensive, he said.
Leaking vinyl chloride or

ethylene — both highly explosive
— would be the biggest hazard at
Air Products, Tarwater said. He
added that both are stored in bulletshaped tanks that are more ruptureproof than other tank designs.
Air Products also stores large
quantities of methanol in cylindrical tanks. A tank collapse could
spill methanol over surrounding
dikes and eventually drain into the
Tennessee River, poisoning fish
and other organisms, plant environ(Cont'd on page 2)

Inouye defends aeatin Five' senators from wrongdoin
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BUSINESS
ASHLAND, Ky. — Addington Resources Inc. sees an
opportunity in the solid-waste
dilemma in the South and Midwest and is expanding its landfill operations across both
regions.

FORECAST
Tonight: Colder with a chance
of snow showers. Low in the
mid-20s. Northwest wind 5 to
15 mph. Chance of snow 30
percent.
Tuesday: Cold and mostly
cloudy. Some snow flurries possible. High in the mid-30s.
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Crosswords
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7
Horoscopes
8
Murray Today
6-8
Obituaries
14
Perspective
4
Sports
10, 11
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1914 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Daniel Inouye of Hawaii today
defended the integrity and actions
of the Keating Five senators who
tried to help savings and loan owner Charles Keating Jr., telling the
ethics committee "they are men of
unimpeachable character.
"Sir, I believe what is on trial
here is not the five colleagues of
mine but the U.S. Senate, and for
that matter the Congress of the
United States," Inouye said.
The testimony came as The

Martha Wilkinson
accepting garbage
operators' money
despite criticism
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky first lady Martha Wilkinson
has been accepting contributions
from Northeast garbage operators
while her husband, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson, criticizes them for
exporting their waste into Kentucky landfills.
Mrs. Wilkinson, an all-butannounced candidate for governor,
has accepted at least S8,000 in contributions from businessmen developing a large Whitley County
landfill and their families, according to records.
A garbage company owned by
one of these businessmen was at
the center of a 1974 New York
state indictment alleging organized
crime control of private garbage
collection industry in Brooklyn,
N.Y.
The first lady has raised more
than $2 million toward her
expected 1991 primary campaign.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Washington Times reported today
that the FBI is conducting a criminal investigation involving allegations of vote trading and bribery
against two of the senators, Democrats Alan Cranston of California
and Dennis DeConcini of Arizona.
Inouye, a Democrat, appeared as
a character witness for DeConcini,
and argued that the actions he and
the other four senators took for
Keating were a part of normal congressional service for constituents.
"They are men of unimpcach-

able character," he said.
"If everything turned out well, if
we did not have this S&L crisis, if
Mr. Keating was once again able to
revive (his savings and loans),
these men would be heroes to their
constituents, they were able to save
jobs," he said.
"Today they are damned
because the endeavor failed, so I
think we are on trial here, the U.S.
Senate."
Inouye, a veteran of the Senate
committees that investigated the

Watergate and Iran-Contra scandal, said his reading of evidence
led him to believe DeConcini did
not try to negotiate for Keating in a
meeting with federal banking regulators in 1987.
But he said that even if DeConcini had negbtiated, there was
nothing wrong With doing so. He
also said there was nothing wrong
with a member of Congress pressuring a federal regulator to alter
his position.
He was questioned by DeCon-

Hanging of the Green

cini's lawyer. James Hamilton.
Under cross-examination by the
committee's special counsel.
Robert Bennett, Inouye acknowledged there were limits to the
amount of service a senator can
provide for a constituent, and said
an action in return for a campaign
contribution would be wrong.
The testimony came as the
Senate Ethics Committee held its
10th day of public hearings into
(Cont'd on page 2)

Shoppers stock
up on emergency
supplies on eve
of possible quake
By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

Murray State University was host to the annual "Hanging of the Green" ceremony Sunday at the Curds
Center. Pictured above, MSU President Ronald Kurth greets guests during the reception prior to the
event. The event featured a 25-foot Christmas tree which was lit by Dr. Kurth during the ceremony.
Staff photo by Mary Layton

••••••-
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Shoppers stockpiling food on what they
feared was "earthquake eve" surprised grocers by loading their
carts with soft drinks and Vienna
sausages.
More predictable disaster fare.
including bottled water and canned
soup, also sold briskly to western
Kentuckians afraid the Big One
might strike today or soon after.
Kroger grocery in Paducah
advertised chicken Vienna sausages, three .cans for $I, as one of
its "earthquake specials." The
store was sold out Sunday night.
"We usually can't give those
things away, and now people are
buying them like crazy," comanager Terry Bourland said. "I`
the quake doesn't get them, those
sausages will."
(Cont'd on Page 2)
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Reception planned
for gubernatorial
candidate Floyd
Poore at library

Crowd pleaser
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Juggler Allen Williams entertains for the crowd at "Dickens' Alley" Saturday night at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center. The festival featured live entertainment of all sorts including local
musical and singing groups, storytellers and 19th 'century food and drink. Attendance was estimated at
5,000 for the two-day event. The event was sponsored by Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club.
ied territories. The United Sts
has rejected any such linkage.
The United States now has about
240,000 troops among the
350,000-strong force in the region.
By next month, the number of U.S.
soldiers in the force is expected to
swell to around 400,000.
U.S. Marines began a four-day
amphibious exercise on Sunday,
the fourth since Operation Desert
Shield began in early August_ Military officials refused to disclose the
location of the practice landings,
the number of Marines involved or
whether forces from othet countries
took part.
Also Sunday, U.S. Energy Secretary James Watkins met with
Saudi Arabian Oil Minter Hisham
Nazer in the Saudi capital of Riyadh to discuss plans to expand
Saudi oil production and to keep
prices from skyrocketing in the
:ase of war, sources said.
Saudi Aramco is now pumping
nearly 8.5 million barrels of oil a
day.

Iraq...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Congress, the American people or
international public opinion, simply
to give themselves good conscience
to say, 'There, we've tried to dialogue with Iraq, without Iraq
renouncing its positions' — in that
case, we're closer to war."
Some U.S. observers have said
Bush's offer to hold talks with Iraq
was lip service for critics who say
his administration is moving too
quickly toward war. The U.N. Security Council, in a resolution
Thursday, authorized .force against
Iraq if Saddam does not withdraw
his troops from Kuwait by Jan. 15.
Saddam did not respond to the
French reporters' questions about
the possibility of an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait.
But he said the "dialogue" with
Baker would have to deal with
Israel's withdrawal from the occup-

This Week's Special:
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru Dec 8

'259

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all the fixin's

$

and dessert bar.

11,

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

Cain's Jeep/Eagle
Is Growing...
We've Added
ei CHRYSLER
•PLYMOUTH
O. DODGE
O DODGE TRUCK
To Our Line Up.
So...
Come Get To Know
West Kentuckys #1
Premium 'Service Center
411b.

As An Introduction
Bring This Ad In For

Mow

CHRYSLER maroirs
GErsruiNt- PitfrtS

OIL CHANGE & FILTER
Genuine Mopar Fitter
Up TO 6 Ots. Premium Oil
Labor Included.

.

$1495

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
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Plants...

Floyd G. Poore M.D., candidate
for governor, will be honored with
a reception at the Calloway County
Public Library Dec. 5 from 5 to 6
p.m. The reception, hosted by Calloway County supporters and
friends, is open to the public. All
persons are urged to meet and
speak with Poore regarding the
issues in next year's gubernatorial
election.
A lifelong Kentucky Democrat,
Poore established the Florence
Medical Arts Center in Florence
and practiced medicine for 20
years. Since that time, he has
served the public as Secretary of
the Transportation Cabinet from
1983-85. In that position, Poore
administered a biennial budget of
$840 million, oversaw 6,400
employees and directed the construction of $680 million in roads
and
bridges for
the
Commonwealth.
Poore also secured nearly $80
million in federal dollars for road
projects in Kentucky. He was also
Public Liaison for the governor's
office from 1988-89.
Poore and his wife, Margie, have
six children and reside in Florence.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
mental manager Boyce Helms said.
And B.F. Goodrich is relying on
normal emergency plans to bring
its 35-year-old Calvert City plant
through an earthquake, according
to safety manager John Gressler.
Those plans include rapid shutdown and fire fighting. Goodrich
stores liquid chlorine, which forms
a poisonous gas if it escapes, and
flammable ethylene dichloride in
"bullet" tanks, Gressler said.
At the uranium-enrichment plant
near Paducah, Martin Marietta
Energy Systems Inc., which manages it, has installed flexible joints
in piping, reinforced masonry
buildings and taken other preventive steps, plant manager Jeff Bostock said. A 6.2 earthquake in its
immediate vicinity wouldn't damage the plant, although "the maximum potential earthquake" would,
he said.
Even severe damage wouldn't
release major amounts of uranium
hexafluoride gas, Bostock said.
Rather than blowing out uranium
hexafluoride, if pipes break, air
would be sucked instead, he said.
According to Richard Eisner,
director of a regional earthquakepreparedness program in San Francisco, quakes can rupture or buckle
steel storage tanks, causing spills
and gas releases, and break pipes,
particularly where they connect
with tanks or enter the ground.
Structures designed to contain
spills are also at risk, Eisner said.
Earthen or gravel containment
dikes can collapse and masonry
walls can fall. Loss of electrical
power, water and communications
can also complicate dealing with
spills, he said.

Read the
want ads daily

I.;

Area farmers and interested individuals attended a tour of three tree
farms in the county Saturday. Above, tour participants visit a
13-year-old yellow poplar plantation and hardwood timber stand at
the Ethel Thompson tree farm located south of Murray.

(Cont'd from page 1)

Floyd Poore

Shoppers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The Save-A-Lot Food Store in
Murray was "completely wiped out
of Vienna sausages" Sunday night,
assistant manager Jeff Hagan said.
The store was out of bottled water,
too, and soft drinks were selling
fast, he said.
Other items selling briskly this
weekend included canned tuna fish,
pork and beans, peanut butter,
toilet tissue and flashlight batteries,
grocers said.
Bourland said customers told
him they were stocking up because
of lben Browning's much ballyhooed quake forecast.
Browning, a self-proclaimed climatologist from New Mexico, projected a 50-50 chance of an earthquake along the New Madrid Fault
early this week.
Earthquake specialists scoff at
Browning's projection, saying his
theory that unusually strong tidal
forces trigger earthquakes has been
disproval.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE Of CLASS ACTION AND SETTLEMENT.
THIS NOTICE MAY AFFECT YOUR RIGHTS PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY
TO: All doss members who are owners of certain
Magic Chet microweve ovens.
There was a class actor Case No CV90-PT-00702
M ri the U S District Court /or the Northern District of
Alabama against Maytag Corporation doing business as
Magic Chef Company ("Magic Cher / The action was Ned
by persons claiming that they purchased Magic Chefbranded microwave ovens sold as new but which were
reconditioned or repackaged at the Magic Chet Annelon.
Alabama plant without disclOsure of the previously sold
hare of the mcrowaves Plantes sued la damages aganst
Magic Chef and other reef as described below If you own
a Magic Chef microwave oven you could be affected and
you should caretilly read this entue Notice
The Honorable Robert a Propst held a hearing on
the 19th day of October 1990 at 2 00 P M at the Federal
Courthouse Birmingham Alabama for the purpose of
determining whether the proposed settlement of this class
action as set lath in the Stipulation of Settlement and
Compromise 1 -Sellemenl Agreernent) was tar reasonable
and adequate and should be finally approved by the Court
AI that heann9 the Court aptxoyed the Class members
as descnted below approved the Settlement in accordance
with the Settlement Agreement and approved attorneys
fees for Plaintiffs counsel The action has now become
final and the SeMernent is fully effective
It you tall within the definition of the Class as set out
below and did not request to be excluded you we be enefed
to settlement benefits if you take the necessary actions
prescribed below
HISTORY OF LITIGATION Or Apni • .990 this
Soil was hied alleging that Magic Chef was liable to triple
damages for violating the federal Racketeer Influenced and
RIOCri The arrow!alleged
Comp/Ion Quest...ore kl,
Mat Magic Cher for Several years had engaged in selling
microwaves to the pubic through retaa stores as new when
in fact they had been moondevorted rebutk or repackaged
a the Magic Chef Anniston Alabama plant and no disclosure
Cif their previously used nature was made to the public
Plaintiffs claimed that this conduct entitled them and the
Class to damages a permanent iniurichor against such
further sales a rescission Of an transactions attorneys
fees and costs of court The Complaint was subsequently
amended Oa atild aclaeonal plerees and Oats representative
who are Owners of Magic Cher ovens to assert additional
dams tor fraud breach of contract aril breach of warranty
and lo experx1 on the allegations and theories of relief As
I 155511 01 the Settlement CleSCree0 OelOw thrS aC110h has
now been dismissed
The Class on whose behalf the action was brought
Alt Darien* presently or previously Owning a legal or
benehair Newest in a 'Marx Cher branded nvCrOwaye
or purchased at retail from a retailer which microwave
oven had theretofore been sold by Mayo Chef returned
io Magic Cher and then repackaged and resold by Magic
ChM withOut notice to retail buyers of its having previo.sw
been sold
The only maewayee rnvolved are a small percent of
Maw Choi Model Noe 1.458-1 NI MSC 1 W9 MK 6
W9 MISB 6P W4 1.115C ISP W9 SA SC 10 W9 Sod
USE I W9
SUMMARY OF SETTLEMENT INENEIRTS I Bach
Giese member who did not elect lo be secluded torn the
Settlement. and who compere with the procedures for
reCIINec tonere eel WOW/ cash parent 01 125 00
and a credit certificate of I10 00 good unel September I
1993 *MP may be weed a:writ t.reted pre pro,
Of any MOW 11407C Crier herded cweluct Oray one oeckePt
of bonlIfas E•25 co cash plus $r000 CleOrt cleVhCate • we

Tully family incorporated. Gandolfo is listed as a shareholder, director and officer in National Management and Development, the firm
developing the landfill.
Mrs. Wilkinson insists that
accepting contributions from outof-state garbage interests would not
slacken her opposition to accepting
their out-of-state waste.
"I can tell you ... that if I had
raised a million dollars from outof-state garbage collection companies, my husband has every intention of passing legislation to do
everything in his power to stop outof-state garbage from coming into
Kentucky," she said during an
interview Thursday.
"I don't care who contributes to
my campaign, whether they are ,
solid-waste companies or not.

Wilkinson...

be distributed with respect to any smote microwave even
if there are or nave been more than one owner of such
microwave Details are available on request The Court
has appointed Magic Chef as Trusese to carry out the terms
of the Settlement Agreement inducting distribution of the
settlement benefits to each Class member executing and
returning a Proof olClaim
2 An inpunction has been entered as Dart Of the final
°Me/ by fw CoilaCtxonng the Steersmen( enpring Magc
Chet for a S year period from selling to the pubkc microwave
ovens which have been reconditioned Or repaired at its
Anniston. Alabama plant nothoul decbsure to its purchasers
of their previously used or reconditioned condition
3 Magic Chef paid Of will pay attorneys lees in the
amount of S200.000 which was sought by application by
the Class counsel Magic Chef has alSo agreed as part of
the settlement to pay to the Slate of Alabama through is
Attorney General, the sum of $100,000 in civil penalties
and attorneys fees
4 PI you are a (=lass member you must ideally yousee
to Magic Chef by calling Me Too Free Number at the end
of this notice to obtain a Proof of Claim from which must
be executed by you and returned by you to Magic Chef
You may also obtain a form from Class Counsel Andrew
P Campbell whOSe address is given below Within 30 days
after return of a property minted Prool of Clam tie True
shall distribute settlement benefits to the verified Cress
member Any Class member who does not execute and
return the Proof of Claim by June 7. 1991 shall not receive
settlement benefits Any settlement benefits unclaimed by
Class members shall remain the property of Magic Chet
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY CLASS MEMBERS
it you are a member of the Class and desire to receive
the settlement benefits you must verity yourself as a Class
member and obtain a Proof of Claim form in time to make
a proper filing of that form by June 7 199i You are in any
event bound by the Settlement Agreement it you cid not
make a frrnely request for exclusion whetter or not vc,.
file a Picot of Claim and recerve any settlement bene'
2 The Class action described above and all claims
therein have been dismissed with pre,udice and the
Defendant and retail distributors and all others who could
conceivably be liable have been released front liability.
precluding any who,dares from class Members for any
ocarrendeS or transactions made the subpeCt CA the cats
However acceptance of benefits by class members will
not elect any existing melon warrantee on tie itiosstraves.
except insofar as any warranty claims relate to the
reconditioned or repackaged nature of the microwaves
MISCELLANEOUS Al 01 the above descriptions of
the lecaton the Stipulation of Setesment and other MOMS
are only summates of the actual ckicuerents. which are on
tie and may be inspected at the Office of the Clerk of the
U S District Court Federal Courthouse 1729 North Se
Avenue Ferminghwn Mebane 35203 in Case No CV90
P1-00702 U If you have any questions you may address
them n work;lo
eddies Mated below DO NOT SENO
CORRESPONDENCE TO ANY OTHER ADDRESS AND
DO NOT TELEPHONE THE CLERK OR THE JUDGE IN
THIS CASE THE ADDRESS FOR All INQUIRIES IS
Andrew P Campbee Esq LEIT1AAN SIEGAL PAYNE
& CAMPBELL PC 600 20th Street North Suite 400
Birmmgham Aletiefila 35203.2601
New Chef hie atabehod a Toll Free Number 1-803
367 9110 for you to all to obtan arty information about the
Selewnent rating wheeler Ku we a tomtit at tie Clem
what benefits are wadable under Ihe Settlement and the
Procedures tor obtaining Proof of Cigurh forms you are
encouraged 10 call the hurnher Or the allorney1 it you hive
questions DOW thei case
NOW !he the 1911,dry of0010bar
n Winn:tern
Alabama Robert e Propel Ureed Stales District Judge

she said last week.
P&T Enterprises — a garbagecollecting venture located in the
New York borough of Queens —
has agreed to finance up to half of
the money for the 750-acre regional landfill's permits, according to a
prospectus. P&T also would build
and operate the landfill as well as a
rail terminal to unload garbage
shipments.
That investment could approach
$4 million, and the landfill eventually would receive up to 5,000 tons
of garbage daily through P&T,
according to documents filed with
the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management.
Mrs. Wilkinson has accepted
$1,000 each from Christopher and
Helen Pittas of Oyster Bay, N.Y.,
and from Thomas Tully and Tully's
wife, Kathryn Dillon, of Syosett, (Cont'd from page 1)
N.Y., according to campaignallegations the five senators improfinance records. Tommy and Charperly intervened on behalf of Keatlene Gandolfo of Lexington,
ing's Lincoln Savings and Loan.
donated $2,000 each, records show.
Keating was a major financial conNicholas V. Pittas Jr. — Christotributor, and with associates gave
pher Pittas' brother and business
$1.3 million to the campaigns and
partner — Thomas Tully and Tom- causes of the five, with the bulk of
my Gandolfo are listed in a pros- it going to Cranston's causes.
pectus as backers of the proposed
750 acre regional landfill near
DeConcini was the only one of
Williamsburg.
the Keating Five senators present
Nicholas Pittas and Tully are as today's session began. All the
partners in P&T, a company the senators have denied wrongdoing.
The report in the Washington
Times also said that an FBI source
had confirmed for the newspaper
that a federal grand jury sitting in
California was reviewing evidence
involving Cranston and DeConcini.
The newspaper said it had no other
details on that matter.
The Dexter-Almo water district
will flush fire hydrants on Wednesday, Dec. 5 starting at 9 a.m.
DeConcini, reached Sunday at
If residents have air in the line
his home in Tucson, Ariz., and a
or water is colored, let the water
spokesman for Cranston told the
run slow a few minutes and it will
Times they were unaware of any
clear up, according to a department
criminal probe.
release. The district apologizes for
The newspaper's sources said,
any inconvenience.
however, that the ethics committee
Residents are asked to wash
did know of the investigation,
clothes on the following day after
although Cranston and DeConcini
the flushing.
had not been informed.

Inouye...

Dexter-Almo water
district will flush
lines on Dec. 5

PI

30" SELF-CLEANING
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Electronic Clock
with
touch controls

• Electronic clock/thermostat
• Black glass oven door and
lower panel
• Litt up. spill catching cook
top
• Lighted oven window
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Village shopping Center
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Donna Herndon wins MSU staff excellence award
(Editor's note: The following is
one in a series of articles featuring
winners of 1990 Staff Excellence
Awards at Murray Slate
University.)
Phone numbers, names of Murray State University alumni, meeting appointments, ideas for new
projects. Sound like a random
selection of objects? for Donna
Herndon, director of alumni affairs
at MSU since 1981, the list is
among the many things that signify
her 'habit.'
"As things come to me, I jot
them down on my hand. Unfortunately, I am restricted to just one
hand. If I could learn to write with
my left hand, I would have twice
the space!
"I got started when I was at Fort
Knox with my husband. I was mayor of the Van Voorhis community
on post and I was responsible for
listening to complaints from our
residents. I always had a ball-point
peli suck in my bun. I found
myself just writing things on my
hand that needed to be taken care
of," she said.
She doesn't seem to have problems with losing the information.
"I try not to use black ink too
often because it comes off too easily. For Homecoming, I color-coded
the information. Red signified
things that had to be done in connection with Homecoming events,
blue was day-to-day activities and
green was Student Alumni Association Activities and black represented ideas that came to me," she
said.
What happens when the day has
ended? I keep paper by my sink
and I write down the things that
have to be continued. I can literally
wash my hands of the rest of the
matters. It feels so good knowing
that I have accomplished the things
that I get to wash off. However, it

Gunman kills two
at cultural event
DELTA, British Columbia (AP)
— A gunman opened fire with a
semiautomatic rifle during an IndoCanadian cultural event at a high
Sclio61, killing two men and
wounding three others, police said
Sunday.
Police Cpl. Rick Franson said an
all-points bulletin had been issued
for a suspect last seen in a 1989
grey Chevrolet Astro van. A second man also was sought for
questioning.
The man in the van fled after 10
to 15 shots were fired just before
midnight Saturday in a high school
auditorium in this Vancouver suburb, about 10 miles north of the
U.S. border, Franson said.
"All I know is it wa‘a.highpowered semiautomatic rifle," he
said.
A handgun was found at the
scene, but the rifle remained missing, Franson said.
Authorities identified the dead
men as Baljinder Gill, 26, of Vancouver, and Jasbinder Khak, 27, of
Richmond, another Vancouver
suburb.
Of the three people wounded,
two were listed in stable condition
Sunday, and a the third was
released after being treated for a
superficial gunshot wound.
Gunfire erupted after the end of
the event, attended by about 400
people at the North Delta secondary school, Franson said.
Police believe the gunman may
have fired five shots outside the
auditorium and 10 shots inside,
Burns said.

Murray State University
—
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rarely works out that I am able to
wash everything off. After I write
it on the paper, I stick it in my
pocket. Also, the paper acts as a
back-up if I find that my ink has
smeared," Hemdon said.
She tries to have clean hands for
formal appointments.
"I wash my hands before banquets and other appointments.
However, they may not stay that
way very long! If I have an idea
during the meeting, I will simply
write it on my hand. One of the
funniest moments I have had
because of my habit occurred at
Homecoming this year. I introduced two alums to each other
whom I hadn't seen in quite a
while. We were talking and all at
once they both asked to see my
hands. We all started laughing
when the inevitable notes were
found on my left palm!"
Aside from this interesting facet
of her character, another quality
about her emerges. One of her coworkers said, "Donna holds MSU

first in all her duties on the job and
off. She comes in contact with so
many people of every walk of life
and those that have attended, graduated and come back to live here
all know her...not just for the job
she does, but for the help she gives
in any way she can. If she says she
will, she will..."
Another co-worker said, "Even if
she were not director of Alumni
Affairs, she would be promoting
Murray State. She has MSU's good
at heart and continues to do all
within her power to keep it looking
good to alumni, legislators and
others. I feel Donna's countless
hours spent in meetings and on the
road working, promoting and even
fighting for the staff makes her an
outstanding person."
Herndon has worked with the
MSU Staff Congress since 1983 in
establishing good communication
between staff and administration.
During her second term as staff
congress president, she became
involved in the establishment of a

SMART SHOPPERS
CHRISTMAS
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Donna Herndon, center, director of Alumni Affairs at MSU, helps
Student Alumni Association members Cheryl Klueppel, left, and Amy
Smith prepare packages to be mailed to U.S. military personnel stationed in Saudi Arabia. SAA recently spearheaded the Circle of Care
project, collecting and mailing items to soldiers having ties to Murray
State. Herndon serves as adviser to the organization, which is
designed to give students the opportunity to be of service to Murray
State.
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'
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Save s40 15995
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Superb digital stereo to go.
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Walter Mohr
Pharmacist

"Ask Walter about
shipping UPS at
Walter's Pharmacy."

Ship
all your
u ps packages
here
and
Save up to

400/0!

Try Walters Pharmacy We care about your
health.

753-7688

141

ALE

Your Center for Holiday Gifts

Save $300

AIRBORNE
EXPRESS

I

Radio/hack
AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGYSTORE

With 40MB Drive & Monitor

WALTER'S
PHARMACY

AVON

state-wide staff organization.
"My job is the kind that I could
spend 24 hours doing and still not
have everything completed. It -is a
people business. There will always
be things that require more time
than we have.
"One of the most satisfying
things to me is to see other people
realize their potential and selfworth. Our world isn't going to be
better unless we as individuals
make it that way. I haven't lost the
sense of wonder and amazement at
human potential.
"One of the greatest satisfactions
of my positions has been in seeing
students and alumni volunteers recognize their potential and find
avenues of service to Murray State
University. It is really a joy to
work in an environment where people really care for one another.
"One example that 1 have found
to be truly gratifying was the
response shown last spring in the
search for a bone marrow match
for Stacy Sommer and others with
similar needs. Another example has
been the recent example involving
the campus and the community in
making the holidays brighter for
some of the troops in Saudi Arabia," she said.
Herndon, a 1964 graduate of
Murray State, is married to C.W.
Herndon Jr., and they have two
children, Melissa Graves, a student
at MSU, and Roger, a third-year
cadet at West Point.
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Rest easy world,
there's a rent-a-cop

4:

Many Americans, concerned
about the Middle East situation,
have been asking: "Why should
this country try to be the world's
policeman?"
There's been no satisfactory
answer to that question. Depending
on who you believe, we're doing it
because we don't like naked
aggression, or even fully clothed
aggession; or we're doing it
because of oil; or we're doing it
because we want to prevent Israeli
from blowing Baghdad away.
Whatever the reasons, we do
appear to have become the world's
policeman. We've been at it for
much of this century, with mixed
results: World War I, World War
II, Korea, Vietnam, Granada, Panama and now in the desert.
So maybe the question should
be, "If weare going to be the
world's policeman, who don't we
do it on a business basis and show
a profit?"
Within this country, the privatesecurity industry has boomed in
recent years. Businesses, communities and individuals now hire renta-cops to protect their property and
persons. The security agencies provide a full range of police services
and send a monthly bill.
Since that's what we're now
doing as a country, maybe we
should follow the example of the
security industry.
President Bush has been hopping
around the world, trying to round
up support for a military adventure
against Iraq. He hasn't found much
enthusiasm, so that could mean
we've been taking the wrong
approach all along.
Maybe it would be better if Bush
walked into the offices of these
timid heads of state and said:
"Good afternoon, Sheik Babbadabbado, I'm George Bush, and I
represent U.S. Worldwide Security
Inc. I'd like to explain our full
range of services to you."
"Ah, yes, Mr. Bush, but I have
my own in-house security coverage
and we've found that adequate."
"I understand. But are you covered against massive naked aggression, fully-garbed aggression or
invasion by power-mad tyrants."
"Well, no, but I don't anticipate
such problems."
"Ha-ha, nobody anticipates such
problems, Sheik Babbadabbado,
but they have a way of happening.
Let's fact it, it's a jungle out there.
Studies have shown that the naked
aggression rate among power-mad
tyrants is rising and will do so

indefinitely. One can't afford to
take chances, can one?"
"You may be righi So what can
you do for me?"
"As I said, we have a full range
of services. Professionally licensed
Army, Navy, Marines and Air
Force, plus a part-time manpower
pool of reserve personnel who can
be called in for special events. And
we offer the very latest in state-ofthe-art, anti-tyrant technology."
"Missiles?"
"You name it, we've got it.
Little ones, big ones. Everything
from your basic heat seekers to
full-scale ICBMs. We can guarantee the most boom for your buck or
your money back."
"Submarines?"
"The very latest in nuclearpowered. And so quiet that they
can be in your swimming pool
without you knowing it. Here,
glance at this brochure and you'll
get an idea of what we have to
offer."
"Yes, very impressive. Everything from supersonic bombers to
fully armed choppers."
"Well, sheik, we didn't get to be
the biggest and best by playing
with slingshots."
"I see here that you also offer
intelligence services?"
"One of our specialties. We've
got round-the-clock spy satellite
service. Not to brag, but right now
I could punch up my
lfceenputer here
and in minutes ha
a closeup
photo of what your wife is doing at
this very moment."
"What about my mistress?"
"No problem. It's all part of the
basic package. Now, I'm sure you
know what it would cost you to put
up your own spy satellite. If you've
priced it out, you know that it
would be far more cost-effective to
use our service."
"How long does it take to install
you system?"
"Our technicians are the best,
and it can be done in almost no
time. You'll have this key pad.
When you go to bed at night, you
punch the 'Border Secure' button.
That means that if any power-mad
tyrant crosses your borders, it
alerts our main dispatch office in
the Pentagon and our security forces are dispatched to apprehend the
perpetrators."
"What's the cost?"
"It depends on the client's size
and needs. In your case, it would
be about $1 billion a month, payable on the first."
"I can live with that. But one
other question. What happens if I
aspire to become a power-mad tyrant and to engage in naked aggression against a neighbor?"
"That would depend on whether
your neighbor and intended victim
is also a client of ours."
"And if he is?"
"I'm sure we can work something out. Business is business."

Toda In History
Today is Monday, Dec. 3, the 337th day of 1990. There are 28 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 3, 1967, a team of surgeons in Cape Town, South Africa,
headed by Dr. Christiaan Barnard, performed the first human heart transplant on Louis Washkansky, who lived 18 days with his new heart.
On this date:
In 1818, Illinois was admitted as the 21st state of the union.
In 1828, Andrew Jackson was elected president of the United States.
In 1833, Oberlin College in Ohio — the first truly coeducational school
of higher learning in the United States — opened its doors.
In 1894, author Robert Louis Stevenson died in Samoa.
In 1925, "Concerto in F," by George Gershwin, had its world premiere
at New York's Carnegie Hall, with Gershwin himself at the piano.
In 1947, the Tennessee Williams play "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
starring Jessica Tandy as Blanche DuBois and Marlon Brando as Stanley
Kowalski, opened on Broadway.
In 1948, the "Pumpkin Papers" came to light as the House UnAmerican Activities Committee announced that former Communist spy
Whittaker Chambers had produced microfilm of secret documents hidden
inside a pumpkin on his Maryland farm.
In 1964, police arrested some 800 students at the University of California at Berkeley, one day after the students stormed the administration
building and staged a massive sit-in.
In 1967, the "20th Century Limited," the famed luxury train, completed its final run from New York to Chicago.
In 1979, 11 young people were killed in a crush of fans at Cincinnati's
Riverfront Coliseum, where the British rock group The Who was
performing.
One year ago: President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev held the second day of their summit talks off Malta aboard
the
Soviet cruise liner "Maxim Gorky." The two leaders then held a
joint
news conference.
Today's Birthdays: Country singer Ferlin Husky is 63. Movie director
Jean Luc Godard is 60. Singer Jaye P. Morgan is 59. Rock singer
Ozzy
Osbourne is 42.
Thought for Today: "In individuals, insanity is rare; but in groups,
parties, nations and epochs, it is the rule." — Friedrich Nietzsche, German
philosopher (1844-1900).

Margaret Thatcher steps down in triumph
As Margaret Thatcher steps
down as Britain's prime minister, it
should be noted that the world has
rarely witnessed someone of her
firm convictions and political courage, equal only to Ronald Reagan's. Together they formed an
alliance that gave such strength to
the Atlantic partnership that the
Communist world fell down and
took notice. How fitting that
Thatcher's reign nearly paralleled
Reagan's: She preceded him to
power by a year and is leaving
nearly two years after his departure. She does not leave with a
whimper, but with the roar of a
lionhearted woman who wants her
opponents to know that England is
stronger and better off than it was
11 1/2 years ago because she
pursued correct policies rather than
kindness, gentleness and courtly
behavior.
No better summation of the
Thatcher years can be found than
in last Thursday's debate on a "no
cofidence" measure introduced in
the House of Commons by the
Labor Party.
She began the defense of her
government with a quote from a
British ambassador she did not
identify, who said at the height of
British socialism in 1979,"We talk
of ourselves without shame as
beign one the less prosperous countries of Europe. The prognosis for
the foreseeable future is
discouraging."

"Four of the industries we have privatized are now in the top ten British businesses, and at the very bottom of the list of 1,000 British
businesses lie four nationalized
industries. Labor's industries consume the wealth others create and
give nothing back."
Repeatedly, Mrs. Thatcher drove
home the conservation doctrines:
hard work brings rewards that the
government will encourage you to
invest by reducing your taxes. During her years in office, income taxes have been cut from 33 pence on
the pound to 25 pence on the
pound. Her lips never quivered.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas

Mrs. Thatcher said her conservative government had changed all
that, and now "Britain stands tall in
the councils of Europe and of the
world, and our policies have
brought unparalleled prosperity to
our citizens at home."
To another critic who accused
When challenged, as American
her of not caring about the poor,
conservative leadership frequently
she retorted, "All levels of income
is, that the gap between rich and
are better off than they were in
poor has grown larger during her
1979. But what the honorable
tenure, Mrs. Thatcher listed a
member
is saying is that he will
record of accomplishments that
rather the poor were poorer, proPresident Bush ought to have used
vided the rich were less rich.
in the campaign leading up to this
That's
where you will never create
month's election to obtain better
the wealth for better social justice
results for Republicans.
that we have." It was a smashing
"Two million more jobs since
rejoinder
, one President Bush could
1979 is a great deal more opportunhave invoked on the so-called
ity for people," she said. "Yes,
"fairness" debate over new taxes.
10.9 percent inflation is much
The Thatcher government repaid
higher than it should be,(but) it's a
debt and cut taxes, resulting in the
lot less than the 26.9 that there was
production of greater wealth by the
under Labor."
private sector and more revenues to
Mrs. Thatcher was strongly critipay for better social services for
cized by Labor for privatizing
many British industries. Her best -the truly needy (as opposed to the
defense was the results she
truly lazy).
reported to the House of Commons:
On the breakdown of commun-

ism in Eastern Europe, Mrs.
Thatcher echoes Ronald Reagan
when she said, "These immense
changes didn't come about by
chance; they have been achieved
by strength and resolution in
defense and by a refusal never to
be intimidated. No one in Eastern
Europe believes their countries
who are prepared to defend liberty,
who kept alive their hopes that one
day East Europe, too, would enjoy
freedom."
Margaret Thatcher is a leader.
She has convictions and courage
and was unafraid to demonstrate
both, no matter what her opponents
in Parliament and in the press
called her. No wonder men of lesser backbone despised her. Yet the
world must thank her for giving
Britain her finest hours since the
days of Winston Churchill during
World War II.
In his maiden speech to the
House of Commons in 1837, Benjamin Disraeli said, "Though I sit
down now, the time will come
when you will hear me." Britain is
greater and the world is safer
because of Margaret Thatcher.
Many have heard her and believed.
Even her opponents must grudgingly admit that Margaret Thatcher
was far more than a caricature. She
knows what she believes, and why
she believes it and is not afraid to
preach her gospel.
Britain could use more of her
kind. So could America.
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9-13-30-33-34-42. Estimated
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
William B. Milstead, 85, retiring
city clerk of Hazel, is pictured
receiving a plaque in recognition of
his 46 years of service in that position from Hazel Mayor William
Pratt and Ira Morgan.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Barnett,
Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love will
be marriedd for 50 years on Dec. 7.
Robert Henson, Kevin Adams,
Terry Rogers, Steve Rogers, Connie Morgan, Bill Balentine, Terry
Workman, Jed Workman and Jimmy Colson are pictured with deer
taken while hunting.
Twenty years ago
Dr. C.S. Lowry will speak at a
meeting of Murray-Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association on Dec. 12 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Watson were
married for 50 years on Nov. 20.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brooks, Nov. 26.
Dr. Charles D. Clark talked
about "Sociological Aspects of
Sports" at a meeting of Kirksey
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Cecil Garland and Elmo Gardner
are pictured with deer taken while
hunting.
Thirty years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Library will open house on Dec. 10
at its new location on North Sixth
Street.
Mrs. Harry Sparks talked about

"Concerns for Children are Worthwhile" at a meeting Calloway
County Association for Childhood
Education held at Austin School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Aeschbacher, Nov. 19.
In high School basketball games,
Murray Douglass beat Fancy Farm
and Benton beat Murray College
High. High team scorers were
James Jackson for Douglass, Pendel and Cash for Fancy Farm, Mike
Morgan for Benton and Jerry Grogan for College High.
Forty years ago
A.H. Webb was elected by Murray City Council as Murray Police
Chief to replace Chief Ira Fox who
has been ill for some time. Other
members of the Police Department
are 011is E. Warren, Novel McReynolds, M.O. Page, Charlie S. Mart.,
Rob Lamb and James M. Brown.
Q.D. Wilson of New Concord
was relected chairman of Calloway
County Production and Marketing
Administration Committee.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert presented a
review of the book, The Golden
Warrior by Hope Mundtz at a
meeting of Book Group of American Association of University
Women held at home of Dr. Ora
Mason.
In high school basketball games
Lynn Grove beat New Concord and
Murray Training beat Almo. High
team scorers were Miller for Lynn
Grove, Adams for New Concord,
Bowden for Murray Training. and
Lockhart for Almo.
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1990 Murray Christmas Parade

Murray High School Band was among the three local bands participating in the 1990 Murray Christmas
Parade.

Earning first place in the "commercial" category for the float competition was Roberts Realty.

ANIMALS hG OD

Earning second place in the "church" category was Eastwood Baptist
Church Christian Academy.

WNBS TV-46 earned second place in the "commercial" category for a
float featuring pint-sized rockers.

Calloway County Humane Society earned second place in the "ckic"
category.

The Murray Women's Club — Dicken's Alley — Sigma Department earned first place in the "cilic"
category for this presentation.

Earning first place in the "church" category was Cherry Corner Baptist Church.

Calloway County High School Band members showed off their talent during the parade.

Among the first participants in the parade, Murray Middle School Band filled the streets with music.
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple married 57 wars

rv.. The Rev. William (Bud) McKinney and his wife, Edith, were married
for 57 years on Sunday, Dec. 2. They were married on that date in
1933 in Madison, Ill. One son, William Jr., died when he was eight
months old. Rev. McKinney is a retired carpenter and an evangelist
who has helped to organize and construct many churches in the Midwestern states.
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Rocky V
(PG-13)
Fantasia
(G)

Sibling Rivalry
(PG-13)

Ghost
(PG-13)

Best selling books for week of
Dec. 2 have been released as
follows:
FirTION
I. "l'ne Plains sit Passage," lean M. Auel
2. "Four Past Midnight," Stephen King
3. "The Witching Hour," Anne Rice
4. "Dazzle," Judith Krantz
S. "Ruby Knight," David Eddings
6. "Memories of Midnight,'• Sidney Sheldon
7. "Lady BOGS," Jackie Collins
8. "The Stand," Stephen King
9. "Polar Express," Chris Van Allsburg
10. "Under Siege," Stephen Coonts
NON-FICTION
I. "Bo Knows Bo," Bo Jackson
2. "A Life on the Road," Charles Kurth
3. "The Civil War," Geoffrey C. Ward
4. "The Frugal Gourmet on Our Immigrant
Ancestors,'' Jeff Smith
5. "An American Life," Ronald Reagan
6. "Financial Self-Defense," Charles Givens
7. "Get to the Heart," Barbara Mandrel]
8. "Millie's Book," Mildred Kerr Bush
9. "Better Homes and Gardens New Cook.
book," Eds.
10. "Discovery of the Bismarck," Robert
Ballard
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)
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Predator II
(R)

Best selling
books named

790
910

7 10
995

790
9 10

7 15
990

795
9:25

Need
Your
Home
Decorated
For Christmas
With A
Professional Touch,

Bargain Night
Thursday Night
Adult 3°° Child 29
'
Bargain Matinee's
Sat. & Sun Only
Adult 3"' Child 29
'
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To Burkeen, editor

Clayton and Watkins vows solemnized at church
- Miss Amy Suzanne Clayton and
mother; for something new her
Richard Wayne Watkins were mar- dress; for something borrowed a
ried Saturday2Sept. 29, at 6:30 . friend, Kelly Lyles presented her a
p.m. at First United Methodist strand of pearls that had belonged
Church, Murray.
to her grandmother; as something
The bride is the daughter of Pete
blue a personal gift from her sister,
and Phyllis Clayton of 705 Nancy
Kim Moore. Her sister, Christy,
Dr., Murray. The groom is the son
placed a 1990 penny, representing
of Mary Helen Watkins of Rt. 2, a new beginning, in her shoe for
Hazel,
luck.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham offiChristy Clayton of Murray, sister
ciated at the double ring ceremony. of the bride, was maid of honor.
Music was presented by Debbie
Bridesmaids were Angela Woods
Gamlin, vocalist, Joan Bowker, and Robyn Gamlin, cousin of the
organist, and Oneida White, bride, both of Murray. Holly Heath
of Paris, Tenn., cousin of the bride,
pianist.
The outer railings of the church
was junior bridesmaid.
were adorned with leather left fern,
The attendants wore full teaprayer plant and holday rucus length dresses of iridescent forrest
accented with tulle fabric, gold green taffeta trimmed in lace. They
lame and green iridescent ribbon. wore black gloves with bows at the
Four Boston ferns centered the wrists and rhinestone earrings, gifts
double doors which held a bouquet of the bride. Each carried a lighted
of matching greenery and ribbon. hurricane candle adorned with
An arrangement of orchids, calla orchids, white roses, stephanotis, a
lily, fuji mums, white bridal roses medley of greenery and gold
and springeri fern was the altar ribbon.
centerpiece flanked by a single
Laura Higbee of Paducah, cousin
brass candelabrum on each side. A of the groom, was flower girl. She
seven-tiered brass candelabrum wore a long white satin dress with
banked with the same flowers was white lace gloves and a strand of
on each side of the table. Also a white pearls. In her hair was a
15-branched candelabrum banked bundle of white carnations and
with the same flowers was placed baby's breath. She scattered white
on the floor in front of each* rose petals from a white wicker
podium at the altar. A unit candle decorated basket.
with flowers and greenery was at
John Warren Nix of Murray was
the altar.
best man. Groomsmen were David
Mothers of the bridal couple lit Clayton of Benton and Micah
the outer unity candle is they were Edwards of Hazel. Nathan Oliver
escorted into the sanctuary. Family of Paducah, cousin of the groom,
pews were marked with arrange- was junior groomsman.
ments of the same flowers.
Jessie Bullard of Hazel was ring
The bride was escorted by her bearer. He wore a white three-piece
father and given in marriage by her short pant tuxedo.
parents. She wore a formal gown of
Ushers and candlelighters were
Ate Italian satin featuring a vic- Jerry Brogdon, uncle of the bride,
torian style neckline. The basque Wayne Watkins, uncle of the
bodice and Cinderella sleeves were groom, and Doug Jackson, cousin
enhanced with hand beaded lace of the bride.
with iridescent sequins, pearls and
The groom and men in the wedcrystal bangles. The tear drop back ding party wore black full dress
had a large bow covered in pearls tuxedoes with double pleated trousand sequins at the back waist of the ers, white wing tip shirts, white
gown. The full skirt was trimmed vests and formal tail coats. The
in imported scalloped lace with groom had a boutonniere of a white
sequins and pearls and flowed to a rose with stephanotis and baby's
breath. The other attendants boucathedral length train.
Her headpiece was a beaded cor- tonnieres were of stephanotis and
baby's breath.
onet adorned with hand beaded
The mother of the bride wore a
pearls, sequins and rhinestones
white and black dress with rhineswith a French pouff in back and
tiered fingertip veil. A flower sur- tone accessories. The groom's
rounded by strands and loops of mother was attired in an ivory and
bridal pearls was at the lower part lace dress with rhinestone accessoof the pouff with cascades of bridal ries. Their corsages were of call
pearls flowing through the veil.
lillies, white roses and stephanotis.
The bride carried a bouquet of The grandmothers of the couple
orchids, white bridal roses, stepha- were presented corsages of the
notis, strings of cathedral pearls same flowers.
and a different medley of greenery
Danna Underhill of Murray pressuch as prayer plant, holiday ruscus ided at the guest register.
and minz fern. The bouquet was
The wedding was directed by
atop a Bible, a gift from her Hilda Benneti
parents.
A reception and dance followed
For something old she wore dia- at 8 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
mond earrings belonging to her House.

as

Y
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Mr. and Mrs Richard Wayne Watkins
The French doors were opened
for guests to enter a garden pation
accented with holly trees and Boston ferns. Mrs. Oneida White entertained with piano selections.
The bride's table was centered
with a white three tiered pedestal
wedding cake upon a flowing fountain, surrounded by a fresh mixture
of fuji mums, springeri fern, leather leaf fern and baby's breath. A
fresh arrangement of roses, stephanotis and springeri and English ivy
with pearl accents topped the cake.
A smaller arrangement of fuji
mums with springeri fern and
leather leaf was placed between
layers of the cake. A five-tier brass
candelabrum flanked by the same
flowers was on each side of the
cake.
The groom's table held a white
cake with white frosting featuring a
golden French horn with green ribbon. The table was centered with a
three tiered brass candelabrum
flanked by the same flowers. A
champagne fountain was also on
the table.
The buffet table was decorated
in the same motif. Other decorations in the same motif were used
throughout the club house.

Serving the guests were Kim
Moore of Phoenix, Ariz., sister of
the bride, Kelly Lyles of Murray:
Rita McGuire of Birmingham, Ala.,
aunt of the groom; Sandra Wallace,
aunt of the groom and Diana Travis of Murray. Vickie Geurin was
caterer.
Emily Jackson distributed rice
bags.
The couple left by limousine for
an overnight stay in Nashville,
Tenn., and then on to a seven-day
Caribbean cruise from San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
A rehearsal dinner was held in
the private dining room of Sirloin
Stockade, Murray. The couple presented gifts to their attendants.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
A household shower given by
Sandra Wallace, Kathy Watkins,
Rita McGuire, Della Hayden and
Carol Higbee in the Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank;
A personal and household shower given by Kelly Lyles and Diana
Travis in Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray;
A tea given by Kathy Heath and
Kaye Brogdon, great-aunts of the
bride, at the Brogdon home.

Local Floral Designer
Rent our mosirs*at the movies!
MOS Chestnut • 753-3314 :
Open lham to 10:pm

7,

Tonya Zipse
753-5660

Dowdy named recipient of Presson scholarship
Kimberly Crowell Dowdy of
Benton is the first recipient of a
$500 Presson Memorial Scholarship for the spring 1991 semester at
Murray State University.
A 1983 graduate of Marshall
County High School, Mrs. Dowdy
enrolled in Murray State in the fall
of 1989 to earn her teaching certification in kindergarten through 12th
grade in health education. She

plans to complete the requirements
in the fall of 1991.
The Presson scholarship was
established in September of this
year by Dr. Alta V. Presson of
Reidland in honor of three generations of MSU graduates from the
Presson family — her late husband,
Dr. William 0. Presson; her late
son, Capt. Billie T. Presson; and
her grandson, Michael A. Presson.

Dr. Alta Presson taught at Murray State from 1969 to 1982 and
specialized in dietetics and human
nutrition in the Department of
Home Economics. Dr. William
Presson was a professor of physical
education at Murray State from
1969 until his retirement in 1981.
Presson Memorial Scholarships
of at least $500 will be awarded to
full-time Murray State students

who are pursuing a major in health,
physical education and recreation
or military science/ROTC program
or home economics with emphasis
in human nutrition and dietetics.
Mrs. Dowdy, the daughter of
Ray and Judy Crowell of Benton, is
married to Terry Dowdy of Benton.
She is a member of Sigma Delta,
an honor society for students in the
Physical education department.
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Ray-Kozel wedding planned Jan. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie B. Ray of
Camden, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Karyn Joyce, to Michael A. Kozel, son of
Mrs. Ruby Kozel and the late Al
Kozell of Perryville, Ark.
Miss Ray is the granddaughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton
and the late Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Ray, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is an honor graduate of Roane County High
School, Kingston, Tenn„ and a graduate of David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Kozel is a graduate of Mayfield High School, Mayfield
Heights, Ohio, and a graduate of
the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville.
Both Miss Ray and Mr. Kozel
arc employed by the Internal
Revenue Service in Nashville,
where they both reside.
The wedding will be on Saturday, Jan. 19, at 2 p.m. at West End
Church of Christ, Nashville, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
The bride-elect's father is presently minister of Camden Church

Karyn Joyce Ray and
Michael A. Kozel to marry
of Christ, Camden, and has conducted many gospel meetings for

Churches of Christ in the Murray
area.

Community events listed
Monday, Dec. 3

Monday, Dec. 3

Monday, Dec. 3

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-00g2.

at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.

Area Recycling Committee will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played

Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at home of
Mrs. James Parker.

Betty Sledd Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet with
Joretta Randolph at 6:30 p.m.
Four-H Achievement and
Awards Dinner will be at 6:30 p.m.
in cafeteria of Calloway County
High School.
Auditions for "Flashback!" will
be at 4 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park.

By Abigail

Tuesday, Dec. 4
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.

Van Buren

United Methodist Women of
First United Methodist Church will
meet at 10 a.m. at church. Executive Board will meet at 9 a.m.

Big Family Is Big Challenge
For Determined Single Mom

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. at Artcraft Studion, Highway 121
Bypass, Country Square.

I

Community Improvement Volunwould take on somebody with a
houseful of kids'?" The answer was, teers will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
"Somebody else with a houseful of Chamber of Commerce.
kids."
LUCKY IN NEBRASKA
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
*
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
DEAR ABBY: I am 15 years old
and this is the first time I have
Calloway County Genealogical
written to you, but this is something
Society will meet at 4 p.m. in
I have never seen in your column.
There has been a lot of death in annex of Calloway County Public
my family. Before I was born, my Library.
grandmother died. When I was4,my
grandfather died. When I was 7,one
Kappa Department of Murray
of my uncles died. And recently my
Woman's
Club will meet at 6:30
mother died. They all died ofcancer.
p.m. at club house.
(They were all over 40.)
Since cancer so obviously runs in
the family. I am terrified that I am
Senior citizens' activities will be
going to get it and die also. My older at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
sister and I have discussed it and she 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Center;
feels the same way. I don't want to go from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Ellis
through life scared of dying. What
Center.
can I do?
SCARED OF CANCER
The Singles Organizational SociDEAR SCARED: Tell your ety will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
father about your fears, and ask of Commerce building. For inforhim to schedule an appointment mation call Pamela, 753-7638, or
with your family doctor for you
753-0224.
and your sister. The topics of Jeanne,
discussion should be, "What is
Auditions for "Flashback!" will
the healthiest lifestyle we can
adopt to prevent this from hap- be at 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. at PlayDEAR BETTY:Beautiful.Read pening to us?" and,"How much house in the Park. For information
on for another "They-said-it- at risk are we?"
call 759-1752.
couldn't-be-done"success story:
The doctor should be able to
put your fears to rest,since he is
Second annual Greek Night Food
DEAR ABBY:"One Plus Seven" familiar with your family hisreminded me of my own situation — tory. I'm happy that you wrote. for Families' Christmas Benefit
only I was the father of eight moth- The best way to conquer your will feature The Windows at 8 p.m.
erless kids under the age of 15.(Two fears is to face up to them — and at Kat-Man-Door Club at Purycar,
sets of twins.)
by writing, you have already Tenn. Admission will be a donation
Soon after my wife died, a friend taken the first step.
of five cans of commercially
fixed me up with a young widow with
canned
food or a monetary
five children ranging from 3 years
* * *
donation.
old to 14. She had also been told that
nobody would want her with "all
What teen-agers need to know about
(Cont'd on page 10
that baggage."
sex. drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
As it turned out, 13 was our lucky their peers and parents
is now in Abby's
number because we merged fami- updated. expanded booklet,"What Every
lies. and between us we have 13 kids Teen Should4thow,"To order,send a long,
Hello
who get along great — for the most business-size, self-addressed envelope.
plus
or
check
money
order
Stranger
for
$3.05
i
$4.50
!
part.
in ('anada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
Now we laugh because we both P.O.
Searching
for
answers
to all
Box 447, Mount Morris. III. 61034.
thought, "Who in their right mind (Postage is included.)
those who what where questions
DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"One PlusSeven"really got me where
it hurts. It was from a woman with
seven children whose abusive husband taunted her by saying,"You'll
never find a man who will want you
with all those children."
Fifteen years ago, I was a mother
with five children under 18. I was
also trapped in an unhappy and
abusive marriage. I knew I had to
find a way to support myself and my
children,so I decided to go to beauty
school,so ifI got ajob I could be home
when my children left for school. I
worked hard at beauty school and
prayed a lot. I got a divorce when my
eldest was a senior in high school. I
was determined to give my kids a
chance to have a decent life,although
everyone said I could never support
five children.
Well, Abby, today I'm the proud
mother of a social worker ihead of
her department), a physician, a professional football player, and three
kids in college. Oh yes, after the
divorce I adopted a 14-year-old girl,
knowing ier could feed five, I could
feed six,and she desperately needed
a home.
So, please tell "One Plus Seven"
that with God's help, all things are
possible. You may use my name.
BETTY THOMAS, HOUSTON

TI

Julie's Family
Restaurant MP
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

'wow

ZILif2L_Cditag11_3.1XCiai
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
•
FREE Drink with Meal

about your new city'
As
WAGON
WELCOME
Representative, its my 10b to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

3079
Host•ss In90049pg K•ng 492 8348

Host•ss Kathryn °inland 753

S. 12th St.

753-5101

Hazel club adopts project

Whoopi Goldberg
wins high honor

PAGE 7

Baltz, Helm
are initiated

The Hazel Woman's Club has Adopt A Highway project as one of its
community improvements for this club year. Mrs. Jackie Butterworth
is chairperson for the project. The two miles adopted by the club are
Isom the Tennessee State Line on Highway 641 to the Green Plain
Church Road. In Calloway County, there are 23 groups involved in
the Adopt A Highway Litter Control Project. Bill Holmes, first district coordinator for the Department of Transportation, said there is
only a one two-mile section on Highway 641 between Hazel and Murray that has not been adopted. Pictured, from left, are Holmes, Mrs.
Jimmy Butterworth, Mrs. Phil Liddle, Mrs. Gary Story and Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth.

Bill Utz and Amy Helm of
Murray were recently initiated into
membership of the Murray State
University Chapter of the Society
of Professional Journalists.
Baltz, a senior journalism and
history major, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. R.G. Baltz.
Miss Helm, a freshman journalism and English major, is the
daughter of Ray Helm.
Other initiates were Stacey
Crook and John Wright of Paducah, Tiffany Devine of Puryear,
Tenn., Alyssa Harvey of Hickman
and Teresa Mays of Kenton, Tenn.
Follev.irig the initiation ceremony, Jeannie Brandstetter, style
editor of the Paducah Sun and former staff writer for the Murray
Ledger & Times, spoke to the
group about the transition from college media to professional media.
Miss Brandstetter is a 1988 graduate of Murray State.
Formerly Sigma Delta Chi, the
Society of Professional Journalists
has collegjate and professional
chapters naiionwide.
The society provides its members with services such as job locators, national conferences and a
subscription to the Quill. The MSU
chapter was established in 1972.
Dr. Ann L. Landini, assistant
professor of journalism at MSU.
serves as adviser to the group.

DATEBOOK
Dorcas Class will have luncheon

LOS ANGELES (AP) — WhoThe Dorcas Sunday School Class 9f First Baptist Church will have a
opi Goldberg was named black
holiday
luncheon on Friday, Dec. 7, at 1 p.m. at Boston Tea Party, HoliEntertainer of the Year and won
day
Inn.
Roberta Tarry is the class teacher. Lula Bell Hodges, president,
best supporting actress honors for
her role in "Ghost" at the NAACP re-urges all members to attend.
Image Awards.
Morgan Freeman won best film
actor for his role as a chauffeur in
Free blood pressure checks will be given at Murray Seventh-day
"Driving Miss Daisy" Saturday
Adventist Church on Tuesday, Dec. 4, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. This is a
night at the 23rd annual awards free service
of the church, located on Sycamore Street at South 15th
honoring black achievement.
Street.
No award was given this year for
best female actress because of the
paucity of roles for black women,
the NAACP said. It said the lack of
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 7
nominees was a sign of "the imbap.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. A discussion on
lance and irresponsibility of the
"Victory Over Loneliness" will be held. This is dues night. Following the
film industry."
meeting the group will adjourn to Take Me Back Cafe for food and fel—
In the music category, Quincy
lowship. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
Jones won the best album award
Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
for "Back on the Block," and
Luther Vandross received best
male recording artist honors.
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) #Ky. 34, Murray, will meet Tuesday,
Best vocal group honors went to
Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Recreational Room, off Glendale
the Whispers for their album
Road. This is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization with
"More of the Night," and Etta
over 320,000 members world-wide. Its program is based on a combination
James won best blues artist for her
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For
singing on "Stickin' to My Guns.•'
more information call 759-1625.
Best jazz artist was Jonathan Butler
for "Deliverance."
(Cont'd on page 81
Best rap group was M.C. Hammer for "Please Hammer Don't
Hurt 'Em." Anita Baker won best
* Custom Framing
female artist for "Compositions,"
Limited Edition Prints
and the Winans were named best
gospel artists for "Return."
* Silk Greenery
The show will be televised Jan.
209 N. 12's St. • University Square
754-1(11')
16 on NBC.

Free checks to be given Tuesday

Singles will meet Tuesday

TOPS plans meeting Tuesday

ALLERY *

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS

Cemetery Spaces 1
For The Price of

2

Buy one space at the regular price and get 1 FREE
(Small Monthly Payments)

This message is only for people who care about their loved ones At the time of a death. the remaining ones should not
have to go out and make cemetery arrangements alone. Since this is so final and personal the arrangements should be made
together and ahead of time.
To help give families the peace of mind of doing this matter together. Murray Memorial Gardens is running a two for one
special, buy one space and get one free.
They also are giving two will forms plus a booklet which helps put together all the information needed by families at the
time of a death.
For your family, at least get the information and the gifts, providing you don't own cemetery property No purchase is required. Call 753-2654

I

MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES

I understand that if we are given the information concerning the two for one special, we will recieve 2
will forms
and an invaluable booklet We do not own cemetery property but understand we are not obligated to purchase any
Call 753-2651 or mail coupon. Coupon Good Thru December 31, 1990

NAME
S

liroOrspit

MONDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1990

ADDRESS
Shoat

City

TELEPHONE
Mail Coupon to. Murray Memorial Gardens. Rt. 2 Box 37-A-1, Murray, KY 42071
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Community... (Con!'d from page 7)

cciei,ritte:, first birthday

(Cont'd from page 7)

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a Christmas
Party and Chinese Auction on Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Htstesses will be Margaret Yuill, Marsha Tucker and Susan
Roseman.

A Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday,
Dec. 4, at 9:30 am. at the home of Sherry Edwards, 524 Broad St. Gloria
Shull, prayer chairman, urges all interested women to attend.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Tuesday. Dec. 4, at 7
p.m. at Artcraft Photography, 1608 Highway 121 Bypass, Country Square,
Murray. Jim Rice will show his photographs and give a tour.of his studio.
All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 3 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Living Wills" will be
discussed by Nancy Rose RN and Hospice Director. For more information
call Rose RN, Mary Linn MSN and RN, or Cindy Ragsdale LSW, at
762-1100.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will made runs
this week only in the month of pecember. Blood pressure, pulse, vision
and glaucoma screenings will be available at all stops. For $4 a person
can purchase a stool of Occult Blood Screening Kit to detect blood in the
stool. Today, Monday, the express is at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8 to
11:30 am. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Tuesday stops will be at Wiseharrs Grocery at Midway from 8:30 to 11:30 am. and at Crawford's Service Station
at Lynn Grove from 1 to 3 p.m. On Wednesday the express will be at
Kirksey United Methodist Church from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Goshen United
Methodist Church at Stella from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Thursday the
express will be at Kenlake State Park, Aurora, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 4
p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all
interested persons, a society spokesperson said.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Brittany Sue McClure celebrated her first birthday on Saturday, Oct.
27, at her home. She is the daughter of Gary and Valerie McClure.
She has one sister, Heather Lynn McClure. Decorations were multicolored ballons with theme being "Kitty Cats." Cake and ice cream
were served. Also present were her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McClure; Lori Wynn, Jason
Wynn, Shea Dwyer, Mr. and Mrs. Randy McClure and children,
Andrew, Kimberly and Shawn, and Mr. and Mrs. Tony McClure and
children, Michelle and Mitchell.

Jay Thomas talks about
his many television roles
RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — "Guest
star to the world" is how Jay Thomas, the abrasive tabloid-TV host
Jerry Gold on "Murphy Brown,"
describes his career.
"It's almost like I have this fit
for three hours every morning —
and then go to work," Thomas said
in the Dec. 8 issue of TV Guide.
Los Angeles racrto listeners know
Thomas as "The Morning Zoo"
host on radio station KPWR-FM.

On his weekday "nothing is sacred" show, he trashes everything,
including his Emmy nomination for
"Murphy Brown."
Then it's off to the set of his
current show — "Married People"
— as Russell Meyers, a yuppie
writer and househusband. Thomas
also plays hockey goalie Eddie
LeBec on "Cheers" and was deli
owner Remo DaVinci on "Mork &
Mindy."

Civitans will host principals
Murray Civitan Club will have as their guests, the principals of the
schools in Calloway County and Murray City systems on Thursday, Dec.
6, at the meeting at 6:45 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. The guest speaker will be Dr. John Guyton of
Murray State University who will talk about "The Future." The Civitans
will present a check to each guest from East, North, Southwest, Calloway
Middle, Calloway High, Caner, Robertson, Murray Middle and Murray
High Schools to help support the work of the Special Education program
in their respective school. "One of the priorities of Civitan is: To help
people and we are glad to give some assistance to those that instruct the
handicapped," explains Civitan President Rowena Emerson.

'Messiah' will be on Tuesday
Murray State University Orchestra, Concert Choir and Chorale Union
will present a selection of arias and choruses from Handers "Messiah" on
Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, MSU. The performances
will be highlighted with the featured soloists, Gina Scaggs, soprano; Kay
Gardner Bates, alto; Randall Black, tenor, and Steven King, baritone.
Admission will be $6 for adults and 43 for students and children. The
public is invited and urged to auend this special program.

Playhouse auditions planned
Auditions for "Flashback!" with Pat Clement as director will be today,
Monday, Dec. 3, at 4 p.m. and Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park. Roles for sixth, seventh and eighth grade students
will be available. Also positions on crew and staff are open. "Flashback!"
will tour to area communities in the spring. For more information call the
theater at 759-1752.

MON.-WED. SPECIAL
Expanded Food Bar
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LIBRA

(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Care is needed in speech today.
Try not to be short-tempered with
Avoid flippant or sarcastic remarks. a relative today. Home responsibiliDelays about a career matter could ties may weigh on you now,but you'll
get you down. Things are quite stable resolve a career matter to your
satisfaction before nightfall.
at home.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
You just can't seem to get a straight
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"The Diamond Price Leader'
The quality goes in before the name goes on'
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Chosinift HMG Shopping Conlin,
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MOO
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-Power Backup

1/4 CAFtAr $199
CLUSTER

SCORPIO

(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Morning hours guard against hasty
answer. Dealing with red tape could decision-making in dealing with
be a problem now. A partner remains financial interests. It's not a good day
your best confidante. Togetherness is for getting feedback for your ideas.
a plus.
Continue working on a creative
GEMINI
project.
(May 21 to June 20)
SAGITTAR RJS
You'll bring a career matter to a (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
successful conclusion now,but either
It's best to be closed-mouthed
there are delays regarding money due about your financial affairs today. Be
you or extra expenses in connection careful of those who would take
with another.
advantage of you in money matters.
CANCER
Quiet pursuits are best.
(June 21 to July 22)
CAPRICORN
You may feel at cross purposes (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
with a close tie now. Others are
Extra care is needed with details
preoccupied with their own affairs on the job. You could be rushing
and are not especially attentive. Go to things unnecessarily. You seem to get
a movie or curl up with a good book. along with friends well now, but may
LEO
be insensitive with a close tie.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
AQUARIUS
You just seem to have too much to (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
do now to get time for yourself today.
There may be some edginess in
Problems in connection with work romance today. Success is with you
could concern you now. Home mat- with one business venture now, but
ters are a plus.
some other projects now may remain
VIRGO
on hold for
sit PISCES the time being.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
name
Problems in connection with chil- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
41.0e
dren or romance could dull your
Be discriminating about which
appetite for socializing at present. social invitations you accept now.
Still, attendance at a group function You could easily become irritated
will prove stimulating.
with one friend today. Children are a
source of happiness.
YOU BORN TODAY have a decided
introspective side to your nature.
The Perfect ChoiceYou're a hard worker and a good
-For the Perfect Gin
student. Periodically, you need time
by yourself to feel your best. You can
succeed in business and are likely to
fit in well to the corporate structure.
Sometime you settle for less than
you're capable of.
•TV/VCR Remote v
-On-Screen
Programming
-Cable Ready
•1 Year 8 Event $279
"

$199
ANNIVERSARY

Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Wischares Grocery at Midway
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Crawford's Service Station at Lynn
Grove from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Cancer Group will hear Rose

Health Express lists stops

Reservations for Ladies Day
luncheon on Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be made by
12 noon today by calling Debbie at
753-8116.

Illuminated holiday scens may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in driving
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in the hotel lobby.

1.
0

Camera Club to meet at Artcraft

A household shower for Terry and Charlie Williams who lost their
home and contents by fire on Nov. 25 will be Sunday, Dec. 9, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the tool shed of Ricky Wilkerson, located on Howard-Protemus
Road, off Highway 94 West of Lynn Grove. On Saturday, Dec. 1, a pole
barn was constructed for the Williams by the neighbors and friends
including those from the Mennonite community.

Tuesday, Dec. 4

West Kentucky Computer Users
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at office
of Dr. Jerry Sells, 1301 Olive St.,
Benton.

Prayer Coffee at Edwards' home

Williams' shother on Dec. 9

Tuesday, Dec. 4

Tucker T.V.
753-2900
M-F 8-5; S 8-12
1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray

Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Murray State University Chamber Orchestra, Concert Choir and
Choral Union will perform selections from "Messiah" at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Admission will
be S6 for adults and S3 for students. The public is invited.
Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

FREE

Ladies Guild will meet at 7 p.m.
in Gleason Hall, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
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Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
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Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Mothers' Morning Out will meet
at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Group II of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
Arts and Crafts Class at 6:30 p.m..
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Dorothy in Fellowship Hall at II a.m.;
Kathleen Jones with Hazel Tarry at
2 p.m.; Bea Walker at Holiday Inn
at 6:15 p.m.

BOSTON (AP) — A widely
used blood thinner can dramatically
reduce the risk of a form of stroke
triggered by an irregular heartbeat,
says a study released today.
The research in the New England
Journal of Medicine involved the
drug warfarin and strokes triggered
by atrial fibrillation, abnormally
rapid beating of the heart's upper
chambers. Such strokes afflict
75,000 Americans annually.
In March, another major study
found that aspirin, also a bloodthinning drug, also significantly
reduces the !ikelihood of these
strokes.
In atrial fibrillation, the heart's
rapidly beating chambers can produce blood clots that can travel to
the brain and clog up blood vessels, causing strokes. Both aspirin
and warfarin interfere with the formation of clots.
The study, directed by Dr. J.

Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Baptist Church will meet at 8 p.m.
for breakfast and Week of Prayer
for Foreign Missions program at
Shoncy's.

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will have a Week
of Prayer program from 9:30 a.m.
to 12 noon at church.

Philip ;Kistler at Massachusetts
General Hospital, was based on
420 patients who were randomly
assigned to ,take warfarin or serve
in an untreired cOmparison group.
It found that warfarin reduced
the risk of stroke by 86 percent.
After two years, there were two
strokes in the warfarin users and 13
in the comparison group.
Warfarin is routinely used to
prevent strokes in people with
severe atrial fibrillation caused by
damaged heart valves. However,
doctors have been reluctant to use
this medicine in people with milder
cases because of the chance of serious bleeding.
The new study found that the
bleeding risk is slight when the
drug's use is monitored by doctors.
More research is needed to
determine which patients should
receive warfarin and which should
get aspirin, the doctors said.

less gum prevents tooth decay in
children by reducing plaque, Conti
said. The study will compare two
sugar substitutes used in gum, sorbitol and xylitol.
Starting next week, the students
will be required to chew gum for
10 minutes each day at school, as
well as at home. Participants will
receive toothbrushes and annual
dental checkups at no cost to
parents.
The university also will donate
$325,000 to the. schools and the
school district's scholarship fund,
Conti said.
The students are good test subjects because drinking water in the
central Florida county lacks fluoride, which also prevents cavities,
he said.

Music Hall plans program
museum visitors Dec. 7.
Daniels is to perform songs from
his new album, "Chrisunas Time
Down South," and read a holiday
story Dec. 13.
Jennings and Colter are to perform acoustic music and Christmas
carols Dec. 21.
More than 400,000 people visit
the 21-year-old museum each year.
a

Egg/4'44a Sewing Machine Co.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

Hwy. al Near 1-24 (WA 141 !Wised. Ky.

Fain Insurance Agency

898-7301 or 1-800-525-7845

atin

Joint WMU meeting for Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions program will be at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.

-

614 S. 4th St

111urra. K.

753-0632
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Chewing gum said OK
BARTOW, Fla. (AP) — Chewing gum in school is not just OK
around here. It's required.
Some 4,000 elementary school
students in Polk County will take
part in a two-year study on sugarless gum and cavities.
"We're certainly not going to
have to fight to get kids to do
this," said Stephen White, principal of Hillcrest Elementary School
in Lake Wales, one of 13 Polk
County schools participating in the
University of Florida study.
The schools' teachers, who have
been telling students for years to
"spit out that gum," agreed to the
study after a presentation Tuesday
by Anthony J. Conti, a professor of
dentistry.
Research has shown that sugar-
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Blood thinner is studied

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Musicians Waylon Jennings, his
wife Jessi Colter, Charlie Daniels
and Rodney Crowell will add some
life to the d:splays and memorabilia at the Country Music Hall of
Fame and Museum during the
holidays.
- Crowell is to read "The Polar
txpress," a children's Christmas
story by Chris Van Allsburg, for

Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

Full Color Booklet
On PFAFF Sergers
or Sewing Machines

Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Sherry Edwards,
524 Broad St.
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University Store offers variety of supplies
Nestled now within the Curris
Center at Murray State University,
the University Store has been serving students and faculty on campus
since 1924 and has been relocated
at least five times.
Manager Bobby McDowell has
been with the bookstore for 29
years and has been a principal figure in improvement and expansion
over the years.
Initially, the University Store
handled student textbooks. Now, it
is a much more diversified operation containing a wide variety of
supplies and necessities for students. Two items offered than can
be appreciated by more than just
students are the large book selection and art supplies.
Books can be special-ordered for
anyone needing a particular book
not in stock; in fact, every year the
University Store does a substantial
amount of special book ordering.
This service can be greatly appreciated by anyone who has ever
needed to have a book ordered.
A complete line of art supplies is
available to art students. Store personnel confer with art instructors to
make sure all art supplies needed
for a semester will be in stock.
Some local grade schools also take
advantage of the store's access to
large and reputable art suppliers to
order their art supplies from the
store.

Ernstberger chosen
to attend Youth
Foundation Seminar

Besides expanding its inventory,
the University Store has also
improved efficiency by computerizing. That computerization speeds
up textbook orders and enables the
store to locate and obtain more
used books, a beneficial service to
students, who often prefer cheaper,
used books to new books. From 40
to 45 percent of the textbooks sold
to students in the Univesity Store
are used.
Other items available are a wide
variety of shirts and Racer items
and even a mail order gift catalog
for Murray State alumni. The catalog is popular with alumni Racer
fans who live too far away to visit
frequently. All fraternities and sor-
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Research project

orates are also provided with an
ample selection of shirts, pins and
other Greek items.
Browsing students find paper,
pens and other office supplies at
the store, along with a large selection of magazines, paperbacks and
assorted greeting cards. In a far
corner of the store are tables of
"remainder" books — books out of
print and available at discounts on
subjects ranging from art, history
and the classics to cookbooks and
children's books.
Whether book fanciers are
adding to their own libraries or
purchasing gifts for others, the
University Store is an ideal place
to meet their needs.

MHS speech team places
in tournament Saturday
The Murray High School speech
team traveled to Lexingtqn to participate in the Henry Cla , Invitational Tournament Dec. I.
The team placed second out of
29 schools in sweepstakes awards
with 201 points. Montgomery
County place first with 232 points.
Those individually placing for
the team include Ginger Crouch,
first in dramatic interpretation; Jennifer Fairbanks, first in poetry
interpretation; Alison Ward, first in
prose interpretation; Meredith

Julian, first, John Dailey, third in
solo acting; Peter Johnson, third in
extemperaneous speaking; Kelsey
Christopher, first and Alexis Royalty, third in Lincoln -Douglass
debate.
Those advancing to the final
round were Rob Carpenter, Valerie
Chapman, Kevin Compton, Melissa
Muscia and Kaylin Haverstock.
The team will travel to Cincinnati, Ohio on Thursday for the
Princeton Invitational Tournament.

Misty Ernstberger, a student at
BOBBY WOLFF
Calloway County High School, has
been chosen to represent her school.
at the Hugh O'Brian Youth`Pdtind- "Do
not set your eyes on things far
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ation Seminar in Louisville.
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Copyright 1990. United Feature Syndicate
Misty Ernstberger

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

Murray State University faculty members Dr. Mary Conoxer, left,
and Cynthia Tubbs examine vacuum
cleaners used in their research project on vacuum cleaner designs for
the elderly and handicapped.

MSU to give amateur radio license exams
Examinations for FCC amateur
radio licenses are scheduled at
Murray State University Dec. 8.
To begin at 9 a.m. in Room
N-208 of the ApQlied Science
Building, examinations will be
given for the novice, technician,
general, advanced and extra class
levels in both Morse code and
radio theory. Members of the campus Amateur Radio Club will admi-

Schools receive
flags of progress
Schools in both Murray Independent and Calloway County Schools
are flying special flags — flags of
progress, which recognize them for
high achievement.
Calloway County Middle School.
North Calloway Elementary and
Murray High School each received
the flag for achieving attendance
rates of 95 percent or better, dropout rates of 5 percent or less and
improvement from last year's test
SCOTS.

nister the examinations.
Persons ihterestecl in being tested
for a higher class license should
bring proof of identification, a
copy of their current amateur
license and a $4.95 examination
fee. A reservation in advance is
advised but not required.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Auto Insurance

The program is sponsored by the
Kentucky Education Foundation.
1111111111411
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MAVEItcAREs'

'Additional information may
obtained by calling William Call,
KJ4W, 762-6897 or 753-7870 or
Ivan Wrablik, W9IC, 759-4509.
"Talk-in" information for directions may be received on the local
2-meter repeater on 146.34/146.94
MHz.

Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489
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By STEVE ELLIOTT
Associated Press Writer

HONOLULU — Ty Detmer
came down to Earth in a hurry.
Fresh from his Heisman Trophy victory, he threw four
interceptions that helped Hawaii
shock No. 4 Brigham Young
59-28 Saturday night, dropping
the Cougars out of contention
for the national championship.
"After a loss like this, you
just can't enjoy it the way it
should be enjoyed," Detmer
said. "At BYU, we don't take
losses well."
His brief answers and somber
tone were a sharp contrast to
the Delmer of a few hours
before, who thrust his right fist
into the air when the Downtown
Athletic Club of New York
named him the winner of collegiate. football's biggest individual
honor.
Detmer received 316 firstplace votes and 1,482 points in
nationwide voting by 917 sports
journalists for the Heisman. Allpurpose star Raghib "Rocket"
Ismail of Notre Dame was second with 237 first-place votes
and 1,177 points.
Colorado running back Eric
Bienicmy (114 and 798), Virginia quarterback Shawn Moore
(46 and 465) and Houston quarterback David Klingler (7 and
125) followed.
)1,
Rounding out the Top 10
finishers were Virginia wide
receiver Herman Moore,
Washington running back Greg
Lewis, Miami quarterback Craig
Erickson, Texas A&M running
back Darren Lewis and Army's
Mike Mayweather.
Players receive three points
for a first-place vote, two for
second and one for third.
"I don't know of anyone in
the country that's more deserving," BYU coach LaVell
Edwards said. "He not only put
up the numbers and had a great
year that way, but he's won a
conference championship, and
he's got his team ranked very
high nationally."
Detmer, a 6-foot, 175-pound
junior, is the latest in a long
line of great BYU passers. But
he surpassed them all by winning the Heisman.
"We've had great quarterbacks in the past and none of
them won it. It's about time we
won one," Detmer said.
Steve Young was runner-up to
Nebraska's Mike Rozier in
1983, while Marc Wilson, Jim
McMahon and Robbie Boscoe
each finished third.
Detmer has already set or
tied 25 NCAA passing and total
offense records. If he plays
another year, he could break
virtually every NCAA career
passing record.
He is second on the NCAA's
career yardage list with 11,000
— 425 behind all-time leader
Todd Santos of San Diego
State. He has thrown for more
than 300 yards in 24 consecutive games.
Despite his shaky performance
against Hawaii, Detmer's 319
yards allowed him to set the
NCAA single-season passing
yardage record. His 5,188 yards
were 48 more than Klingler,
who passed for a single-game
record of 716 yards in his final
game against Arizona State.
Detmer said the Heisman
hype — seemingly endless television and newspaper interviews
— had worn on him. But he
said it had no effect on his
performance against Hawaii.
"I came ready to play,"
Delmer said. "After last year
(another Hawaii upset), we all
came ready to play. They just
beat us."
Detmer is the 10th underclassman to win the Heisman and
the third junior in a row to
claim the award. Barry Sanders
of Oklahoma State won in 1988
and Houston's Andre Ware won
in 1989. Both left school after
their victories and turned
professional.
Detmer says he'll be back to
try to win the trophy again in
1991.
The Heisman "is just an
extra benefit to this season," he
said. "It shouldn't change
whether I'm coming back or
not."

Allen lifts Racers over gambling Hilltoppers
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Murray State guard scores
career-high 38 in 97-91 win
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By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Tin's& Sports Editor

You've gotta know when to hold 'cm, and know when to shoot their
pants off.
When the rambling, gambling Western Kentucky Hilltoppers tried to
take the Murray State Racers to the cleaners on Saturday, it was Racer
sophomore guard Frank Allen who raked in the chips, scoring a careerhigh 38 points to lead MSU to a 97-91 win over the rival Hilltoppers in
Racer Arena.
The 'Toppers came into the game winless and with a humiliating rout
at the hands of Georgia on their mind, and quickly shoved their way
through Murray's vaunted defense and varnished image. But when the
Racer defense proved unable to stop the 'Toppers, it was Allen's fullhouse shooting which trumped Western's bid for an upset.
"It was everything we had warned our guys it would be," MSU head
coach Steve Newton said later of Western's attempt to hand the Racers
their first loss of the year. "It was really the worst-case scenario that you
could lay out for a basketball game and the Western Kentucky rivalry; we
hadn't felt defeat and they hadn't won a game, in fact they had been
embarrassed. I knew exactly what we were going to be faced with."
What the Racers were faced with, Newton said, was a 'Topper team
more than willing to gamble. "They believe in a disruptive style of
attack," Newton said. "They do a lot of gambling, a lot of reaching, grabbing and bumping. They try to disrupt you physically and mentally."
The Racers looked anything but disrupted at the start of the game, scoring the first nine points on an Allen 3-pointer, Greg Coble's layup, two
free throws by Ron "Popeye" Jones and a rousing slam dunk by Paul
King.
Murray State forged an 11-point lead at 15-4 before the Hilltoppers
began their comeback, cutting the gap to 25-22 with 12:01 left in the half.
The Racers regrouped and regathered their lead, with an Allen free
throw, another gunk by King, and Allen sinking two technical foul shots
at 11:07 following an outburst by WKU coach Ralph Willard. Allen
added a 10-foot jumper after the free throws for a 32-22 lead, and King's
I5-foot jumper pushed the lead to 12.
But again the 'Toppers fought back, outscoring MSU 22-9 to take a
44-43.1ead on Joe Lightfoot's 3-pointer with 3:51 left in the half.
Allen answered with a 3-point shot for a 46-44 lead and, after a West(Cont'd on page 11)
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Murray State sophomore point guard Frank Allen brings the ball down against Western Kentucky's pressure during first-half action of the Racers' 97-91 victory. Allen scored a career-high 38 points to lift
MSU
to its fifth-straight %.'in.

gowns, 30-23
Tonight, the New York Giants are at San Francisco, which
clinched the NFC West when New Orleans lost to Dallas.
The Buffalo Bills are December bridesmaids and NFC patJim Kelly, who threw for a season-high 334 yards for Bufsies no more.
falo, threw a 63-yard touchdown pass to James Lofton on the
The Philadelphia Eagles came into Rich Stadium on Sunday second play of the game. Lofton caught four other passes and
riding a five-game winning streak and a confidence-boosting finished the game with 174 yards, moving him into third place
victory last week against the previously unbeaten New York on the NFL's all-time list for receiving yardage with 11,889
Giants.
yards.
But the Bills, 2-5 in December and 3-5 against the NFC the
The Eagles punted after failing to make a first down on
last two seasons, were up to the task, rolling to a 24-0 lead their first two possessions, and Buffalo came back with Scott
and holding on to beat the Eagles 30-23.
Norwood's 43-yard field goal and Kelly throwing a short pass
"It's just up to us to prove everybody wrong," linebacker to Andre Reed that he turned into a 56-yard touchdown and a
Darryl Talley said.
17-0 margin.
The Bills are 10-2 and, because of Miami's loss to
The Eagles got two first downs on their next series, but
Washington, in sole possession of first place in the AFC East. they punted again. Three plays later, Kelly beat a blitz with a
Still, linebacker Cornelius Bennett said, the skeptics probably pass to Lofton for a 71-yard gain, setting up a 4-yard scoring
are still not convinced.
strike to Thurman Thomas that made it 24-0 with 1:42 left in
"Sooner or later, they are going to become Bills fans, one the first period.
way or another," he said. "Even if we have to win the Super
"We were kind of stunned," said rookie cornerback Ben
Bowl."
Smith, who covered Lofton on both of his long receptions.
Elsewhere in the NFL on Sunday, it was Tampa Bay 23,
"The first quarter just killed us," Eagles coach Buddy
Atlanta 17; Cincinnati 16, Pittsburgh 12; Chicago 23, Detroit Ryan said. "We weren't tackling or covering."
17 in overtime; Kansas City 37, New England 7; the Los
given a new life when Devon's Eddie Murray missed a 35 yard field goal
Angeles Rams 38, Cleveland 23; Washington 42, Miami 20; .ch4Gskao,
attempt in overtime, improved its record to 10-2 on Jim Harbaugh's 50-yard pass to
Seattle 13, Houston.10 in overtime; Phoenix 20, Indianapolis Neal Anderson that lifted Chicago over the Lions
23-17
Green Bay's loss to Minnesota later Sunday clinched the NFC Central titie for the
17; the Los Angeles Raiders 23, Denver 20; Dallas 17, New Bears,
who gambled by taking the wind when they won the coin toss after Kevin
Orleans 13; San Diego 38, the New York Jets 17; and Minne- Butler's 19-yard field goal with 33 seconds to go forced overtime
.Anthony Carter's spectacular 56-yard catch oft a flea-flicker and Fuad Revez's
sota 23, Green Bay 7.
three field goals led Minnesota to its fifth straight victory,
23-7 over Green Bay If

the Vikings continue to rebound from a live-game losing streak and make the playoffs, they would join the 1970 Cincinnati Bengals as the only teams to do so alter a
1-6 start.
•Dallas (6-7) also stayed alive in the wild-card race by beating the Sa-nts 17-13,
reversing a 28-0 loss to New Orleans last year in Jimmy Johnson's NFL coaching
debut. It was the first consecutive home victories for Dallas since 1985
.Washington demolished the league's top-rated Dolphin defense, with Earnest Byner rushing for 157 yards arid three touchdowns in a 42-29 win over Miami
iiCincinnati denied Pittsburgh coach Chuck Noll hrs 200th regular season victory
with its sixth straight victory over the Steele's, 16-12.
*Seattle won another last-second thnller, taking advantage of Houston's overtime
fumble to win 13-10 on Norm Johnson's 42-yard field goal The Seahawks, who
have played four consecutive games decided on the final play, have won three of —
those. including two straight in overtime
•
• -r
iiMarion Butts joined Buffalo's Thurman Thomas as the league's first
two 1.000-yard
rushers this season Butts ran for 159 yards. giving him a league-leading 1,154, and
scored twice as the Chargers beat the Jets 38-1T
xAnother outstanding rushing performance came from Bo Jackson, who ran for
second-half touchdowns of 11 and 62 yards arid had 117 yards overall as Los
Angeles defeated Denver 23-20. He helped keep the Raiders tied with the Chiefs
atop the AFC West
xAnother long day for New England, which has lost a club-record 10 straight to sink
to 1-11, began early Steve DeBerg hit Stephone Paige for an 86-yard touchdown
with 21 seconds gone arid threw for 312 yards in the first half as the Chiefs
trounced the Patriots 37-7 Kansas City (8-4) scored on its first five possessions
and Albert Lewis blocked his fourth punt of the year. giving the Chiefs an NFL record six.
.Phoenix (4-8) snapped Indianapolis' three-game winning streak by ending Jeff
George's run without an interception at 146 in the Cardinals' 29-17 win. The Cons
(5-7) led 17-6 after three quarters, but the Cardinals closed to 17-13 on Timm
Rosenbach's 1 -yard quarterback sneak. Then Cedric Mack picked oft George at the
Colts' 35, cut across the held and then flipped the ball to Marcus Turner. who raced
down the left sideline and dove over the goal line with 10 19 remaining for his first
career touchdown.
.A streak had to end, and it was Tampa Bay's six-loss slide as the Bucs defeated
Atlanta 23-17. The Falcons (3-9) have dropped 17 consecutive road games and lost
their fifth in a row overall when Vinny Testaverde found Mark Carrier for a 35-yard
touchdown with 39 seconds to go.
xiJim Everett had four TDs passes after not getting one in three games. and Henry
Ellard became the Rams' all-time leading receiver in Los Angeles' 38-23 win over
the Cleveland Browns. Ellard had six receptions for 90 yards, giving him 402 catches in his career. Tom Fears held the old team mark of 400

Joseph scores 28,
Tigers win tourney
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger a Times Asst Sports Editor

PADUCAH — The Murray High
Tigers rode the 6-8 frame of Jason
Joseph to their second straight St.
Mary Invitational Holiday Tournament championship Saturday night.
Joseph, the lanky senior who
will attend Murray State next season, tossed in a career-high 28
points, including 24 in the second
half as the Tigers fought back a
pesky Reidland team 79-62 to take
the title.
"We didn't play very well in the
first half," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. "We were a step slow early
on. We felt like at halftime we
wanted to get the ball inside. We
weren't being patient. We've talked
to Jason about posting up higher,
and Heath (Walls) and Willis
(Cheaney) did a nice job of getting
him the basketball."
Joseph dominated the inside
against the smaller Greyhounds,
whose tallest experienced player is
6-2. In the second half, Joseph
caught the ball on the low post,
turned and hit a little six-foot jumper with regularity that turned a
close game into a comfortable
Tiger victory.
Miller said that Joseph improved
plenty over the summer, and
expects him to improve more.
"I think he'll improve as the season goes along," Miller said. "As
much as he's improved from last
March to now, I expect him to
improve that much from now to
next March."
The Tigers jumped out to a 6-0
edge, after a jumper from Walls, a
slam by Joseph on a stick back and

a Bart Crum score. Sean Patterson,
who led the Greyhounds with 23,
put Reidland on the board with a
free throw, and scored the first
bucket for the Hounds to half the
Tiger lead. Two scores in the lane
from Chip Greene moved the
Tigers up 10-3, but Chris Cothran
sank two free tosses for Reidland,
and Brian Gibson and Kevin Harper each hit jumpers to put the
Dogs within a poini
Crum scored off a nice pass from
Walls, but Reidland tied it on a
3-pointer from Gibson, and took
the lead after another Crum score
on a triple by Cothran. A Walls
jumper gave Murray a 16-15 lead
at the end of the first quarter.
"We didn't play with a lot of
intensity early," Miller said. "And
you have to give Reidland credit.
They came out early ready to
play."
Patterson scored to put Reidland
up 17-16, but Cheaney buried a
3-pointer, Walls followed with a
jumper and Aaron Whitaker buried
a 3-pointer to put the Tigers ahead
24-17. Two scores from Gibson
helped Reidland close within one
midway through the qbarter, but a
Cheaney 3-pointer put Murray up
by four. Reidland closed within
one again, at 33-32, but Murray
ended the quarter with a Joseph
stick back. a Greene score arid a
Walls bucket to take a 39-32 lead
at halftime.
Gibson scored for Reidland to
start the second half, but Crum put
back .a Tiger miss and was fouled,
hitting the free throw to give Murray an eight-point lead. Cheaney
answered a Reidland free throw
(Coned on page 11

Tiger senior Jason Joseph scores two or his 24 second-halt points
against Reidland in the championship game of the St. Mary Holiday
Tournament.

The Michigan State Spartans are
supposed to be one of the country's
basketball powers, and may be yet.
But so far, they haven't proved it
against supposedly weaker teams.
For the second time in four days,
the No. 5 Spartans were caught off
guard by an underdog. On Wednesday night, it was Nebraska. And
Saturday, Bowling Green.
"I told the players we were outofficiated, out-played, out-worked
and out-hustled — in that order,"
coach Jud Hcathcote said after his
Spartans were shocked by unheralded Bowling Green 98-85. "This
is probably the last time MSU will
play in a MAC arena.''
It was one of the few surprises
of the weekend in college basketball, which generally went according to form. In the only other
upset, Richmond topped No. 14
Georgia Tech 73-71.
The No. 1 UNLV Runnin'
Rebels, who just learned Thursday
that they could defend their national title this year, opened the season
with an impressive 109-68 win
over Alabama-Birmingham.
In other Top 25 games, it was
No. 2 Arizona 95, Long Beach
State 68; No. 3 Arkansas 112, Kansas State 88; No. 4 North Carolina
118, Iowa State 93; No. 7 Syracuse
86, Cornell 61; No. 8 Duke Ill,
UNC-Charloue 94; No. 9 Georgetown 65, Southern Indiana 45; No.
10 Indiana 72, No. 25 Louisville
52; No. 11 Ohio State 112,
Youngstown State 67; No. 13 Pitt
91, St. Francis, Pa., 85; No, 16 Virginia 93, Winthrop 47; and No. 18
Oklahoma 162, Angelo State 99.
On Sunday, No. 12 UCLA ran
past Loyola Marymount 149-98.
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Actions& Reactions
Lady Racer basketball
The volt of tonight's Murray State Lady Racer game with Arkansas State has
been moved to 6 p.m. The original tipoft was set tor 7 p m • but due to a schedule
conflict, the game has been moved to 6 p m in Racer Arena

Little League basketball
Players of the Week in this week's Calloway girls little league play: (third and
fourth graders) Team 2, Celita Stubblefield and Kafista Cunningham; Team 4,
Summer Rhodes, Dana Lampkins; Team 1, Lacey Pittman and Lori Flood; Team 3,
Heidi Heiss and Blair Boggess. (Fifth and sixth graders) Team 2, Stephanie Ward
and Shea Stoneciaher, Team 3, Lori White and Misty Mason: Team 4, Jamie Sanders and Krista Doran, and Team 1, Jamie Gibson and Tracy O'Connor.
'Tournament pairings have been set for the Dec. 15 tournament. In both age
groups, in the semifinals, Team 1 will face Team 3, while Team 4 will face Team 2
The finals will be played at Calloway Middle School at 1 .30 and 230 that
afternoon.

Marathon - local
MEMPHIS, Tenn.- Murray State University professor Di. Adam Lanning reached
a painful milestone over the weekend when he competed in his 80th
career marathon road race during the 3rd annual 1st Tennessee Memphis Marathon
The
race was Lanning's third in six weeks, a heavy schedule brought on by
his desire
to record No. 80 in his home town, and he admitted that 'the last six
miles
painful' in his 4:16.58 clocking. Lanning finished fourth of six competitors inwere
the
men's 60-above category. Lanning said his career goal is to reach the 100-marathon mark belore he retires from MSU I might make that if ray body holds out,
Lanning said.

College football
HATTIESBURG, Miss.- Jett Bower, the offensive coordinator at Oklahoma State
and a former quarterback and assistant coach at Southern Mississippi, was named
head coach at his alma meter Sunday. The appointment came less than a week
after Curley Hallman left to become head coach at Louisiana State. Bower, 37,
takes over the team immediately and likely will coach the Golden Eagles in the All
American Bowl against North Carolina State later this month.
• • •
FLORENCE, Ala. - North Dakota State quarterback Chris Simdorn, whose team
faces Indiana, Pa., for the NCAA Division II championship on Saturday, is one of
three finalists for the 1990 Harlon Hill Trophy. Simdorn, along with Mississippi College running back Fred McAfee and Edinboro University wide receiver Ernie Priester, emerged Sunday as the top vote-getters among nine semifinalists. One of the
three will be named the Division II player of the year at the Harlon Hill awards
banquet Friday evening in Florence prior to Saturday's matchup between North
Dakota State (13-0) and Indiana, Pa., (12-1).
• • •
TULSA, Okla.- Tony Jeffery rushed for 282 yards and two touchdowns and Johnny Mattress threw for three touchdowns Sunday as Coffeyville (11-0) captured the
junior college championship with a 58-20 victory over Montgomery ir the MidAmerica Bowl. Jellery, whose 282 yards for the Kansas school was a Mid-America
Bowl record, was named the offensive player of the game. The previous record
was 244 yards by Northeastern Oklahoma's Allred Rawls in 1987.

Tennis
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - The United States clinched its first Davis Cup title
since 1982 on Saturday as dominant serving fitted Rick Leach and Jim Pugh to a
four-set victory over Australia. Leach and Pugh beat Pal Cash and John Fitzgerald
6-4, 6-2, 3-6, 7-6 (7-2) to give the heavily favored Americans an insurmountable
3-0 lead in the best-of-5 final. The doubles victory at the Suncoast Dome followed
victories by Andre Agassi and Michael Chang in Friday's singles matches. The
Davis Cup title was the 29th for the United States, the most of any nation, but its
first since a 4-1 victory over Franca in 1982. On Sunday, Australia won a pair of
singles matches to close the final margin to 3-2. Darren Cahill defeated Agassi
when Agassi defaulted because of an injury after spliting the first two sets with
Cahill Richard Fromberg beat Chang 7-5, 2-6, 6-3.

College basketball
UNLV, which received the news it wanted last week when the Runnin' Rebels
learned they could defend their national championship, remained the No. 1 team in
The Associated Press poll today. The Runnin' Rebels, who opened their season
Saturday night with a 109-68 victory over Alabama-Birmingham just two days after
learning the NCAA shifted their probation from this year's tournament to next season, received 45 first-place votes and 1,579 points from the panel of writers and
broadcasters Arizona (6-0), the only other school to receive first-place votes, and
Arkansas (5-1) held second and third, while Syracuse (4-0) and Duke (5-1) each
jumped three places to be fourth and fifth, respectively. Arizona, which was No. 1
on 19 ballots, had 1,555 points, while Arkansas, which lost to the Wildcats in the
preseason NIT championship game, had 1,435. Syracuse had 1,312, 80 more than
the Blue Devils, whose only loss was to Arkansas in the NIT semifinals

Baseball
ROSEMONT, It - The California Angels and Toronto Blue Jays got the winter
meetings oh to a hot start Sunday, exchanging outfielders Devon White and Junior
Felix in a six-player trade, while Terry Pendleton and the Atlanta Braves moved
closer to their own big deal. In a week that could see Bill Doran, Vince Coleman
and maybe even Bob Welch on the move, the Angels and Blue Jays began briskly.
The Angels sent White, who has been in a three-year hitting slump, and reliever
Willie Fraser to Toronto for Felix and young infielder Luis Sojo. Each team will also
get a minor leaguer. As the Angels and Blue Jays took action, Pendleton and the
Braves talked about a four-year, $10 million contract. New Atlanta general manager John Schuerholz was confident the long-time St. Louis third baseman would
soon sign. In a minor move, the New York Yankees have said they will trade outfielder Oscar Azocar, who batted .248 in his rookie season, within a day or two.
• • •
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The Kansas City Royals signed free-agent outfielder Kirk
Gibson to a two-year contract Saturday for a reported $3.3 million. Gibson, 33,
rebounded from knee and hamstring injuries to hit .260 in 89 games for Los
Angeles last season In his 11-year career, Gibson has a .272 batting average with
192 home runs and 235 stolen bases
• •

e

ROSEMONT, Ill. - Major League attendance surpassed the 50-million mark in
1990 for the fifth consecutive season, but was down slightly from 1989. Attendance
figures for regular-season games this season totaled 54.823,768 compared to a
regular-season record 55,173,096 in 1989

Allen lifts...
(Coned from page 101

em layup, Allen trumped the 'Toppers with another trey for a 49-46 lead
which enabled Murray State to retain a 51-50 edge at the halftime break.
The Racers surged out to a four-point lead before Western scored seven
straight to take a 57-54 (Age, and led 63-61 before back-to-back goals
from Allen pushed the Racers back out in front with 14:51 left.
Murray held a 76-74 lead when Allen scored on a layup with 8:21 left,
but the Hilltoppers answered with a 3-pointer and a layup for a 79-78
WKU lead with under seven minutes left.
Allen then wove through the pressure and scored a 1 -handed floating
jumper from the paint and drew the foul, sinking the charity toss for an
81-79 gap. Paul King rebounded and Jones added a free throw for a threepoint edge, but WKU's Scott Boley knotted the game with a 3-pointer
from the left side.
After an Allen free throw, Western scored on a stickback and a layup to
move ahead 86-83 with 3:37 left, but Allen canned a pair of free throws.
Jones then blocked a 'Topper shot and Coble drilled a 3-pointer with
2:52 left for an 88-86 lead. John Jackson swept the defensive boards for a
rebound that set up King's driving layup with 1:58 left as Murray went
out to a 90-86 lead.
After a pair of Allen free throws, Western answered with a 3-point shot
to cut the gap to 92-89 with a minute left, but Murray's sporadic free
throw shooting carried the Racers the rest of the way, with King hitting
one at 0:42 and Jackson drilling two with 29 seconds left for a 95-89 lead.
A 'Topper layup was answered by Allen, who ended the scoring with a
pair of free throws with 13 seconds left for the 97-91 final.
"We gave up more points than we're accustomed to giving up," Newton
said afterward. "That may have been my fault; I extended the defense out,
trying to stop their transition and get into a half-court game, and we may
have broken down a little more."
But if their defense was sputtering, Allen had the Racers' offense purring despite Western's gambling nature. "I really think that if I were facing Frank, I'd really try to stay inside on him and not gamble much,"
Newton said. "He can obviously burn you.
"It was a game where you had to work hard to stay at your tempo and
keep your poise and composure," Newton said, adding that he was proud
of the Racers for doing so. "Basically, they (Western) try to disrupt you
and drive you out of your offense, and there were times when they did
that. But in the second half we did a nice job of busting their press, getting it up, taking the quick break when you have it but when you don't,
pulling it up and setting up the half-court offense."
Murray State travels to Memphis State Tuesday night.
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Joseph scores...
(Coned from page 10)

with a jumper to give Murray a
nine-point edge, and Joseph added
two scores to put the Tigers up by
11.
Reidland cut the lead to ten, but
Walls scored on a stick back, and
Joseph scored seven straight for the
Tigers, and Murray held a 57-40
lead. Reidland close within 13 in
the fourth quarter, but Jospeh
scored Murray's first 10 points of
the closing period, and the Tigers
hit six of their final seven free
throw attempts to seal the win.
The Tiger defense didn't shake
the Greyhounds as much as it did
Lone Oak and Hickman County, so
the Tiger half-court offense, utilizing Joseph had to take over.
"We can be a pretty good basketball team," Miller said. "This was
the first time we've had to use our
half-court offense to score. We had
been relying on our defense to set
up our offense."
To go with 28 by Joseph, Walls
tossed in 14, while Bart Crum
tossed in 11. Cheaney added 10,
while Greene had nine.
Patterson's 23 was joined by 14
from Gibson by the Greyhounds.
Winning the St. Mary Tournament keyed a 15-1 start by the
Tigers last year, and Miller hopes it
starts the Tigers on their way
again.
"It's a good tourament, and it's a
great atmosphere," Miller said. "To
be a contender in the region, we've
really got to improve. The only
way to improve is to work hard in
practice, and ral sure this group

will. They're good kids and good
basketball players."
NEXT: The Tigers will face archrival Calloway County Friday night
at Murray State's Racer Arena in
doubleheader action.
• • •
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ROBERT'S GUNS
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Cothran 9, McLeod 7, Tucker 5, Harper 2, May
1.k Hite, Glover, Bundren Jones, Council,
Ra.nes FG 23 FT 13-20 Record 2-1

Hand Guns • Long Guns • Accessories
S&W • Colt • Ruger
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Best corn hybrid can
Farm outlook bright if
it rains but not too much be most important choice
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writ*/

—

WASHINGTON — Forecasters in the Agriculture Department think
1991 will be a pretty good year for American farmers, with larger production and, with some exceptions, fairly steady prices.
But as all economists know, when it comes to predicting agricultural
production and farm income, the weather is most important.
A year ago, for example, consumer food prices were expected to rise 3
percent to 5 percent in 1990. But hard freezes in December and other
weather-related factors helped push prices up an average of nearly 6
percent.
Looking at 1991, last week's annual USDA outlook conference was
told that food prices probably will gain 2 percent to 5 percent.
Predictions also are clouded by uncertainties on the nation's general
economic outlook, the possibility of war in the Persian Gulf and what that
might do to world oil supplies and prices.
However, no USDA forecast is carved in granite, and the professionals
in the department's Economic Research Service are quick to revise projections when conditions change significantly.
James R. Donald, chairman of the department's World Agricultural
Outlook Board, said the current situation points to "a year of near-record
incomes for U.S. farmers' as larger production — and higher prices for a
few commodities — put muscle into the 1991 farm economy.
New farm legislation signed into law by President Bush last week will
help boost plantings of some crops as farmers take advantage of new flexibility provisions in the program, he said.
The net cash income of farmers nationally in 1991 was projected at $55
billion to $60 billion, compared to the record this year of $59 billion.
That's money left over from gross cash receipts after paying cash
expenses.
Some of the commodity highlights as outlined by Donald and other
USDA forecasters:
Wheat — U.S. wheat production in 1991 probably will decline substantially because of weak prices, higher acreage-reduction requirements in
the federal program, and reduced payments allowed under the new farm
law.
-Relatively low world prices could also result in smaller foreign production, although this could be limited by a lack of better alternative crop.
Rice — Given normal weather, global rice production should expal1d
next year, forcing prices down further. The government's marketing loan
program, which is keyed to world prices, should keep U.S. rice
competitive.
Feed Grains — World trade in corn and other so-called coarse grains
will slip from the relatively high level of 1989-90. Smaller imports by the
Soviet Union, Mexico, Japan and several smaller users are expected to
bring a 10 percent reduction in world coarse grain trade. U.S. exports, led
by corn, are forecast to drop by more than 15 percent.
U.S. corn production probably will increase in 1991, assuming yields
remain on track.
Soybeans — World soybean production may decline slightly in
1990-91, with reductions in both the United States and South. America.
Domestically, soybean supplies are expected to exceed total use in
1990-91, leading to a further buildup in inventories at the end oldie season. Prices probably will average near I9g9-90 levels as stocks build.
Additionally, prospective larger plantings in 1991 may "act to restrain
prices" later in the year,
Cotton — There will be "a continuing close balance" between global
cotton, production and consumption, with leftover inventories at the end of
1990-91 at the lowest level in a decade.
The U.S. situation for 1990-91 indicates relatively strong demand and
extremely tight stocks. The early season outlook for next season points to
larger production and a rebuilding of stockpiles in 1991-92.
Looking at livestock and poultry, analysts said the world output of animal products probably will increase by slightly more than 2 percent in
1991, following a rise of less than 1 percent in 1990.
"Total meat production in the United States in 1991 is expected to
increase over 3 percent from this year's record large output," Donald told
the conference. Increases in beef, pork and broilers are expected.
The U.S. cattle inventory last Jan. I was 99.3 million head, up only 0.2
percent from the Jan. 1, 1989 level, he said. A small increase in the 199,1
inventory is probable.

Selecting the best corn hybrid
for a particular farm may be the
most important decision a farmer
makes for his next corn crop.
And the decision for next year's
crop is one that needs to be made
soon — before the supply of the
best hybrid seeds is gone.
"The month of December is the
time when corn companies sell
most of their seed for spring planting," said Morris Bitzer, Extension
grains specialist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"The grower can take advantage
of discount prices offered at this
time too," he added. "He can
obtain the hybrids and kernel size
preferred."
A corn grower's success often
depends on his selecting high
yielding hybrids which are adapted
to his farm and production practices, Bitzer said. Some of the factors he should consider include
yield, maturity, disease resistence,
standability and markets available.
Fortunately the farmer doesn't
have to depend on luck in considering these factors. UK's research
date on variety trails are available
at each county's Cooperative
Extension Service office.
"There are tables that contain
two-year data for 75 different corn
hybrids," Bitzer said. "One-year
data for 132 different hybrids are
available, but remember many of
those hybrids were only tested during 1990."

Bitzer suggests that farmers
should make a careful comparison
of a few hybrids on their own farm
each year to evaluate the potential
of newer ones.
"Plant three or four strips of
each of those hybrids in the same
field," he said. "Harvest them separately and average the data to give
you a more accurate ,yield."
It is not unusual for one hybrid
to out-yield another by 30 bushels
or more, he said. That difference
can make the difference between
profit and loss on some farms.
Other factors to consider?
Hybrids that use most of the
growing season have the highest
potential for yield, he said.
Hybrids resistant to particular
diseases such as the blights, stalk
rot and root rot may be desirable in
areas where those diseases have
been found previously.
Good lodging resistance (stalks
continue to stand prior to harvest)
is a measure of a hybrid's stalk rot
resistance.
Knowing your markets can be
all-important. In some areas, white
corn markets may be more readily
available than traditional yellow
corn markets. If so, many improved
white corn hybrids are available to
growers for 1991.

Dark aired cured
tobacco sales set
for Dec. 4, 17

WASHINGTON (AP) — Overseas sales of U.S. cigarettes have
risen dramatically the last five
years, more than offsetting a
decline in domestic use by healthconscious Americans, an Agriculture Department report says.
Cigarette output dropped 20 percent from 1981.to 1985. This year,
the report said, production may be
up 3 percent from the 1985 level.
Domestic use has dropped 12 percent since 1985, the report said.
"The continued decline in U.S.
cigarette consumption is due to rising prices and taxes, slipping social
aMeptance, health concerns, and
restrictions on where people can
smoke," the report said.
Further, analysts expect the
decline in domestic cigarette use to
continue in the 1990s, perhaps by 3
percent or more each year.
The report, by Verner N. Grise
of the department's Economic

Dark air cured tobacco sales
begin in Murray on Dec. 4, with
another sale on Dec. 17.
The no net charge for dark air
cured is 5.07, with burley set at
5.01 and dark fire cured at S.07.
Remember to have sodbusters.
signed by all persons sharing the
crop.
It is also necessary to have a
power of attorney filed in this
office before signing to receive a
marketing card. If you are unsure
of whether or not you can sign, call
this office.
Power of attorney forms can be
signed in this office or carried out
for a signature, provided the signature is witnessed by a notary
public.
Soybean loans are available
through this office as well as corn
and other feed grains. For more
information on loans, contact this
office.

Growers
Loose Leaf
Floor, Inc.
Dark Air Cured
Tobacco Sales
Dec. 4 First Sale

•
000..•

Robert Downs displays a cabbage grown by Johnny Anderson at his
home on U.S. 121 South. The cabbage measures 14 inches across.

Christmas trees big business
Kentucky's 200-plus producers
of Christmas trees are busy cutting
and wrapping this year's harvest.
The Christmas tree industry is

Overseas sales of cigarettes have
risen dramatically in five years
Research Service, is in the December issue of Agricultural Outlook
magazine, published by the agency.
In 1985, sales abroad totaled 59
billion cigarettes. That is down 29
percent from the peak of 83 billion
"pieces" set in 1981.
"In 1990, the U.S. is probably
exporting 160 billion cigarettes,
almost three times the 1985 mark,"
the report said. "The phenomenal
growth partly reflects lowered trade
barriers in Japan, Taiwan and
South Korea."
Other factors have been the high
tjuality of U.S. cigarettes, rising
incomes in iniporting countries,
and the weakening of the dollar
against foreign currencies.
Recent moves in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union toward
market-oriented systems also have
spurred increased interest in U.S.
cigarettes.

Milliken selected to head state SCS
Billy W. Milliken has been
selected to head the Soil Conservation Service in Kentucky. His
appointment was announced by the
agency's acting chief, Roy M.
"Mack" Gray.
Milliken, who has been state
conservationist in South Dakota
since March 1988, began his new
assignment in Lexington in
October.
A native of Tennessee, Milliken
started with the agency in 1966 as
a soil conservationist, student traniee, in Franklin, Tenn. He also
worked as a soil conservationist at
Trenton and Camden in his home
state.
In 1971, Milliken directed his
career toward the agency's administrative functions. He served as
contract assistant, contract special-

ist, administrative assistant and
personnel officer in Tennessee. In
1974 he transferred to Indianapolis,
Indiana as assistant state administrative officer. In 1977, he was
promoted to state administrative
officer and in 1983 to assistant
state conservationist. In 1984, he
became deputy state conservationist in Illinois, followed by his
promotion to state conservationist
in Huron, South Dakota.
A graduate from the University
of Tennessee at Martin, Milliken
earned a bachelor of science degree
in general agriculture. He also has
a master's degree in public administration from the University of
Oklahoma.
Milliken and his wife, Betty,
have three children, Laura, Jennifer
and Neal.

For the best deal, stop in today...

HUTSON AG EQUIPMENT
Rt. 7 Paris Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066

502-247-4456
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We are now receiving dark air
cured tobacco for sales
on Dec. 4 and 17, 1990.

502-753-3678
Friendly Service and Top Prices
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Kentucky is small but growing,
according to Deborah Hill, an
ExtenSion forester with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"The Christmas tree industry
preforms two services for the state.
First, it assures consumers a fresher
product. Second, it helps keep
money at home in the state," Hill
said.
Christmas tree farmers in Kentucky,are mostly small operations,
with only a few acres of trees.
Harvest is generally a family operation, as is shearing, which is done
in the summer, she said.
Even though Kentucky Christmas tree production is expanding,
Kentuckians this year will import
more trees into the state than are
produAed. Most are from far northern part of the country and are
harvested in late October and early
November, which means they may
dry out before the holiday is over,
she said.
Hill said that consumers who
want to have the freshest tree possible should consider a cut-yourown operation.
"Most Kentucky communities
are located within 25 miles of a
cut-your-own operation. The trek
to the Christmas tree farm can be
an annual family outing to get
everyone in the mood for the holiday," she said.
And since there are no transportation costs associated with marketing a tree, families usually can pick
their favorite and save a few dollars, Hill said.

Area residents
invited to Tree
Farm Field Day
Area residents are invited to
attend three tours of area tree farms
during Tree Farm Field Day sponsored by the Kentucky Tree Farm
Committee, and the Kentucky
Forest Industries Association on
Dec. 1. Interested individuals are asked
to meet at the John Deere equipment dealership located about 2.5
miles south of Murray on U.S. 641
around 9 a.m.
The field day will include a tour
of Ethel Thompson's tree farm
where a 13-year-old yellow poplar
plantation and hardwood timber
stand will be shown.
A tour of John Johnson's tree
farm will follow, featuring a
Christmas tree plantation and precommercial thinning in young pine.
A tour of Ed Schnautz's tree
farm will follow, featuring timber
stand improvement cutting in hardwood stand.
Lunch will be provided for tour
participants.
To help plan for lunch, interested individuals are asked to contact Paul Yielding at (502)
924-1101 or Tony Luciano at (502)
247-3913. Residents can also write
Yielding at the Averiu Lumber
Company, Box 665, Cadiz, Ky.
42211.
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Multimillionaire Robert Hearin dies at 73, wife still missing
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Robert Hearin paid almost a million dollars hoping to ransom his
wife of 50 years. But her kidnappers were unyielding and the
73-year-old multimillionaire died
without ever seeing her again.
Hearin's heart gave out Wednes-

day, two years after Annie Laurie
Hearin was kidnapped from their
Mississippi home.
Hearin, one of the state's most
powerful and wealthy men, paid
$931,000 in ransom, but his wife
was never freed. Authorities
believe she is dead.

"My one regret is I couldn't
give him back his wife," said FBI
agent Wayne R. Taylor. "We continue to do everything we can that
might lead to her."
The Hearins met while they were
students at the University of Alabama and married in 1940. They had

two children, Robert Hearin Jr., a
lawyer in New Orleans, and Laurie
McRee of Jackson.
"We've had a terrible loss. I
think all along there has been a real
mix of sadness and anger," said
the son.
Hearin was worth an estimated

$200 million. He controlled Mississippi's largest gas distribution
company, Mississippi Valley Gas
Co.; its second-largest bank, Trustmark National Bank, and its
second-largest insurance cogpany,
Lamar Life Corp.
Hearin avoided the news media

after his wife was kidnapped, but
did appear on the TV show
"Unsolved Mysteries." He never
gave up hope of finding his wilt
although authorities believe she
died long ago. Last year, he mov4x1
out of the brick Georgian house
they shared.
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Special week will be observed
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Driving under the influence, or
DUI, is a phrase commonly linked
to alcohol intoxication. However,
among the 41,000 DUI arrests in
Kentucky last year were many
motorists who failed to recognize
the DUI potential of "other drugs."
Dec. 9-15 is national "Drunk and
Drugged Driving Awareness
Week." That observance, coupled
with the oncoming holiday travel
and party season, has Kentucky
substance abuse experts emphasizing the fact that drugs, even some
legal ones, can impair one's ability
to operate a motor vehicle.
Mike Townsend, director of the
Department for Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Services Division of Substance Abuse, said,
"Alcohol is a very powerful drug
relative to its effect on a person's
physical coordination and reaction
time. So, yes, it's important to
avoid drinking and driving.
"Yet, other drugs, such as valium, marijuana, Xanax and painrelievers such as codeine, also possess the potential to alter vision,
alertness and capabilities behind

Youth injured
after being hit
by car Saturday
A Murray youth suffered minor
injuries after he was struck by a car
Saturday, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Richard Frank Miller, 13, of Rt.
5, Murray, suffered a bruised forehead, left leg and chest after he
reportedly darted in front of a car
driven by Lula Roberts, 75, of Rt.
4, Murray, at the intersection of
12th and Chestnut streets around
1:07 p.m., police said.
Miller was treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Roberts was also taken to
the hospital for observation, police
said.

Murray man faces
various charges
after traffic stop

HOG MARKET

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
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A Murray man faces various
charges after he allegedly ran a red
light Sunday morning.
Michael F. Reilly, 20, of 502
Elm, Apt. I, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence, attempting to elude
police, third degree assualt, third
degree criminal mischief and three
other miscellaneous traffic violations after. he reportedly failed to
stop for an officer after running a
red light, police said.
Reilly was arrested at the 1100
block of Sycamore, police said.
During the arrest, officer Larry Killebrew suffered minor injuries,
according to the report.
Reilly was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

the wheel of a car or truck," he
said.
"We use this week to encourage
people to think about the effect that
some drugs, prescription or otherwise, can have on their driving
safety," he said.
According to records from the
Kentucky State Police, while the
number of alcohol-related deaths
decreased from 1988 to 1989 in
Kentucky, the number of persons
killed in accidents related to "other
drugs" increased.
In 1989, Kentucky police cited
alcohol as a factor in 7,670 accidents killing 319 people compared
to 1988, when 389 persons died in
8,014 wrecks. In 1989, drugs were
cited as a contributing factor in 380
Kentucky accidents and 12 fatalities, compared to nine deaths and
383 such accidents in 1988.
"The statistics don't tell the
whole story," Townsend said,
"because there are many drunk and
drugged drivers who just do not get

caught.
"That tells me we still have a lot
of work to do in educating the
public, especially our youth, about
the dangers of using drugs and then
driving a vehicle."
Marijuana is one popular drug
which sometimes is difficult to
detect.
"The drunk drivers usually find
it hard to cover their condition if
stopped by police; however, those
using marijuana are usually able to
carry on a conversation and avoid
detection, unless required to perform a field sobriety test," Townsend said.
He said evidence indicates pot
impairs skills performance, perceptual processes and the ability to
pay attention, which are all important in operating a vehicle.
"Everyone needs to be aware of
the dangers of driving while under
the influence of any drug; we don't
want our roadways to become
"high" ways," he said.

President Bush in Brazil
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP) — President Bush opened a South America visit today to show support for
the historic shift to democratic rule
and to promote economic growth.
Bush said he wouldn't let his fivenation tour be interrupted by new
military turmoil in Argentina.
As Bush arrived in Brazil at
dawn, Nationalist officers seized
army headquarters at Buenos Aires
and President Carlos Menem declared a state of seige, a presidential
spokesman said.

Bush was scheduled to visit
Argentina and hold talks with
Menem on Wednesday. Today,
Bush told reporters, "I have no
thoughts of changing my plans. I
have great confidence in the security there."
An administration official,
traveling with Bush, described the
trouble in Argentina as "an intermilitary squabble" and said it
would not affect Bush's plans. The
official declined to be named
publicly.

Iraq gives Soviet message
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraq

(ti Sunday issued a strong message
to the Soviet Union, warning it not
to send troops to the Persian Gulf
to help the multinational force.
Baghdad also told President
Bush not to use proposed talks with
Iraq on the gulf crisis "as a pretext
with the American people to justify
his aggression against Iraq."
The statements were among a
number of declarations by the official Iraqi News Agency, the Foreign Ministry, state-controlled newspapers and parliament. They gave
the impression of growing defiance
by Baghdad in the face of mounting international resolve by
Washington and its allies to end
Iraq's occupation of Kuwait.
The message to Moscow came
from the Foreign Ministry, the
Iraqi News Agency said. It said it

was a response to Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze's
statement Thursday that "everyone
should know that we will not hesitate to use force" to protect the
estimated 3,000 Soviet citizens still
in Iraq.
The same day, the Soviet Union
backed a U.N. Security Council
resolution authorizing military
force to free Kuwait if the Iraqis do
not get out by Jan. 15.
An unidentified Iraqi Foreign
Ministry spokesman said Shevardnadze "seems to be looking for a
pretext to send troops to the region." He warned the Kremlin to
"go no further than it has gone so
far."
The statement made no overt
threat against the Soviets in Iraq
and said they "enjoy full care and
security."

Toys and child
choking deaths
Since 1980, 146 children under age
10 have choked to death on small
toys in the United States.
Here are the toys that
caused the deaths.

63

Balloons
Balls
Marbles
Others

32
8
43

How to tell if a toy is safe
The Consumer Product Safety Commission had designed this simple
device to test the safety of toys or other articles for children under age 3.
It is available in some toy stores
Any object that fits entirety within the cylinder
is small enough to be a choking hazard.

Passes

Fails

(Before the Need Arises. • •

SOURCE Consumer
Product Safety Commiss,on

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
askap

RACER
CLUB
MEETING

OBITUARIES
William T. Kingins
William T. Kingins, 77, of New
Concord died Saturday at 7:15 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Born Jan. 9, 1913, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Will Kingins and Molly
Kingins.
His wife, Mrs. Edna Page Kingins, died Nov. 27, 1986. One sister,
Mrs. Ethelene Bailey, also preceded him in death.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
June Curd and husband, Larry, Rt.
2, Hazel; two sons, Billy Joe Kingins and wife, Shirley, Rt. 4, Murray, and David Kingins and wife,

Howard Merrifield Pritchard
Howard Merrifield Pritchard, 76,
of Rt. 7, Murray, died Saturday at
9:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital._
Born July 3, 1914, in Cleveland.
Ohio, he was the son of the late
Richard P. Pritchard and Alice
Merrifield Pritchard.
One grandson, Scott Howard
Pritchard, preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Florence Waddington Pritchard, to
whom he was married on Dec. 12,
, 1932; one son, Lt. Col. (ret.)
Donald Pritchard and wife, Carol
Raymond Pritchard, Hamlin; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Diane
Seibert, San Antonio, Texas, and
Mrs. Sandia DiFranco, Brooklyn
Heights, Ohio; four greatgrandchildren, Matthew Seibert,
Meredith Seibert, Phillip DiFranco,

*All Racer Club Members
8 General Public Is Invited

and Peter DiFranco.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Dorothy P. Goldsworth, California; two brothers, William
Pritchard, California, and Richard
Pritchard, Cleveland, Ohio.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Gattozzi
Funeral Home, Chesterland, Ohio.
Dr. Kevin O'Connor will officiate.
Burial will follow in Riverview
Cemetery at Novelty, Ohio. •
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.
There will be no visitation scheduled here.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Diabetes
Association, Kentucky Affiliate,
Inc., 745 W. Main St., Suite 150,
Louisville, Ky. 40202.

Mrs. Bernice Evelyn Hubbard
Services for Mrs. Bernice Evelyn
Hubbard will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Dunn's Mortuary,
Eddyville. Officiating will be the
Rev. Wayne Knoth and the Rev.
Harold Hatfield.
Burial will follow in Newby
Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Hubbard, 68, Ledbetter,
formerly of Star Lime Works . in

Land Between the Lakes, died Sunday at 12:30 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was the daughter of the late
Mosscy Hubbard and Lucinda
Ingram Hubbard. One daughter,
Mrs. Alma Joyce, also preceded
her in death.
Survivors are two sons, George
Hubbard, Smithland, and Richard
Hubbard, Kuttawa; four grandchildren; one great-grandchild; three
nephews.

FBI investigation
said being conducted
WASHINGTON (AP) — A published report today says the FBI is
conducting a criminal investigation
that could lead to charges against
two of the so-called "Keating
Five" senators.
The Washington Times, quoting
unidentified congressional and law
enforcement sources, said the
"wide-ranging" investigation
involved allegations of vote trading
and bribery against Sens. Alan
Cranston and Dennis DeConcini.
The report comes as the Senate
Ethics Committee this week shifts
the focus of its hearings into the
matter to Cranston, the major beneficiary of $1.3 million in Senate
campaign contributions from savings and loan owner Charles H.
Keating Jr.
The Times said also that an FBI
source had confirmed for the newspaper that a federal grand jury sitting in California was reviewing
evidence involving Cranston, DCalif., and DeConcini, D-Ariz. The
newspaper said it had no other
details on that matter.
DeConcini, reached Sunday at
his home in Tucson, Ariz.,...ancl a
spokesman for Cranston told the
Times they were unaware of any
criminal probe.
The newspaper's sources said,
however, that the ethics committee
did know of the investigation,
although Cranston and DeConcini
had not been informed.
The ethics panel, in its 10th day
of public hearings today, is investigating allegations that Cranston,

DeConcini, and three other senators improperly intervened with
federal regulators on behalf of
Keating's thrift institution.
All the senators have denied
wrongdoing.
The committee is set to hear
from a former federal regulator
who says he received an unusual
number of calls from Cranston, DCalif., on behalf of Keating's Lincoln Savings and Loan, and from a
fund-raiser who..helped Cranston
collect $889,000 from Keating and
his associates.
But Cranston told the committee
in a deposition that he had done
nothing improper.
"I see nothing ethically, morally
or legally wrong with the amounts
that were involved," he said.
Cranston, who has prostate
cancer and has said he will not
seek re-election, did say, however,
that accepting the money "turned
out to be politically stupid and
unwise, because it's caused an
uproar that I regret."
Committee special counsel
Robert S. Bennett has described
DeConcini and Cranston as the
most deeply involved with Keating
and said both continued to
intervene after being informed tiy
regulators they were recommending
a criminal investigation of Lincoln's practices.
The other senators under scrutiny are Republican John McCain
of Arizona, and Democrats John
Glenn of Ohio and Donald Riegle
of Michigan.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, GEO, INC.
1988 Chrysler
Lebaron

Wednesday, December 5th
12 Noon

Sirloin Stockade

Joyce, New Concord; one sister,
Mrs. Dalcie Brashears, Gary, Ind.:
one brother, Jack Kingins and wife,
Ophie, Bumphis Mills, Term.; a
brother-in-law, Loman Bailey, New
Concord; six grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Coy Garrett and the Rev. Tom Cary officiated. Music was by Good Shepherd United Methodist Church
Choir.
Pallbearers were Danny Kingins,
Kenneth Wayne Kingins, Kim Lane
Kingins, Joe Dale Curd, Mark Hurt
and Johnny Colson.
Burial was in New Concord
Cemetery.

'169.
54 mo's. 13.99% APR
$169 Down Plus Tax & Tags

White, 4 door, loaded.
641 South

753-2617
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CCHS speech team places in tournament

LA

The Calloway County High
School speech team took second
place sweepstakes Dec. 1 at the
Ruby Krider Invitational Speech
Tournament at Henry County High
School.
The team placed second in
sweepstakes with 83 points; Brentwood Academy of Nashville placed
first with 115 points and University
School of Nashville took third
place honors with 42 points. A total of 20 schools competed.

The Murray Lions Club recently donated a color television to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's adult day program, Shared
Care. Director Debbie Hill, left, accepted the Sanyo 25-inch television
from George Karnasas, Lions Club president. Shared Care participants are people who may be physically or socially impaired or elderly
individuals limited in their ability to be independent. Case management is provided, including activities enjoyable to senior adults. It is
located in the George Weaks Community Center on Poplar Street and
part of the Home Health department at MCCH.

MSU to present selections
from Handel's Messiah Dec. 4
The Murray State University
Orchestra, Concert Choir and Chorale Union will present a selection
of arias and choruses from Handel's "Messiah" at 8 p.m. Dec. 4 in
Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is S6 for adults and
S3 for students and children.
The performances will be highlighted with the featured soloists,
Gina Scaggs, soprano, Kay Gardner
Bates, alto, Randall Black, tenor
and Steven King, baritone.
The first portion of the program
will feature a brass fanfare by Paul
Dukas,"Three Dances" from "Henry VIII" by Edward German and
the first movement of Mozart's
"Violin Concerto No. 5." The second part of the program will feature soloists performing selections
f-oni
"M .14:."
Scaggs joined the MSU faculty
this fall. She earned her bachelor's
degree at the University of Kentucky and a master's degree from
the University of Missouri-Kansas
City. She has toured with the

Gregg Smith Singers in New York
and the Santa Fe Opera.
A faculty member since 1978,
Bates earned the bachelor's at
Union University and a master's at
the University of Georgia. She has
served as director of the vocal/
choral program for the Govsmor's
School for the Arts in Louisville. A
soloist, she has appeared with the
Louisville Symphony, Philadelphia
Opera Company and the Atlanta
Opera Company.
A faculty member since 1986,
Black earned her bachelor's degree
at Southern Illinois University and
the master's at Indiana University.
Black has performed with the
North Carolina Symphony, Indianapolis Symphony and the Santa Fe
Opera. He made his Carnegie Hall
debut as a tenor soloist in Monrt's
"Requiem" with the Manhattan
Philharmonic orchestra.
King, a visiting faculty member,
serves as assistant professor of
music at Georgetown College. He
holds degrees from Auburn University and Florida State University.

Resident does not
believe quake prediction
MARKED TREE, Ark. (AP) —
Sterling Ivy says he doesn't put
much stock in weather predictions.
So why should he be concerned
about Iben Browning's earthquake
projection?
"I wouldn't go two steps to try
to get away from an earthquake,
because if your time comes, you're
going to go," Ivy said Sunday as
he stood outside St. John Missionary Baptist Church.
Ivy said he thought the fear
generated by Browning's projection of a New Madrid Fault earthquake early this week was responsible for the smaller-than-usual
crowd at church Sunday morning.
Dozens of residents of this town
of 3,200 began leaving last week
amid fears that Browning's projection might be accurate. The eastern
Arkansas town lies at the southern
end of the New Madrid Fault.
Inside the church, Ira Whitfield
opened the Sunday School meeting
with a prayer: "Bless all of us, o
Father, that are upset about the
earthquake."
Albert Rollins, 70, wasn't among
those upset. He sat relaxed on his
front porch Sunday, a few yards
from the banks of the Littie River.
His wife, Earlene, stood nearby
sipping coffee. The couple operate
a fish and pecan market next door
to their home.
"I'll be honest with you. I don't
think it's going to happen. That's
why I'm here," he said.
"Lots of people said they were
going to the hills. It's as likely to
happen there as it is here," he said.

The Laker team had students
place individually in the tournament. Nine reached the final round.
Those placing in the top three were
Lori England, first in oratory and
recipient of a SIO0 scholarship;
Tracy Ross, first in extemperamous speaking and recipient of a
$100 scholarship and Katy Hokans,
second in poetry.
Those qualifying for finals but
not placing were Melissa Parker
and Jaime Pigg, oratory; Misty
Emstberger, humorous interpretation; Melissa Parker, prose; Alexia
Schempp, poetry and the team of
Emstherger-Arnett, duet acting.
Those assisting the team were
Sarah Richter, Tina Murphy,
Heather Hosford, Josh Roberts,
MiLhael Dale, Jennifer Bland, Car-

GREAT
BUY
S
On Used

issa Belcher, Paige Patterson, Anna
Fox, Michael Haney, Scott Stella,
Sarah Walker, Mitzi Windsor, Laura Luciano and Richard Wilson.
"Tennessee tournaments offer a
different type of competition for
the kids. They did very well considering the difference in styles,"
Larry England, coach, said.
The team will compete next at
the Princeton High School Invitational in Cincinnati, Ohio Dec. 7-8.
The coaching staff for the
1990-91 season arc Tim Black,
Tara Hart and David Weatherly.
The team is continuing to take
orders for its annual fruit sale until
Dec. 6. If you would like to place
an order, contact any speech team
member or call 753-8141 or
753-9459.

Cars - Trucks
1990 DYNASTY L.E.
V-6, auto., windows, locks, loaded,
6,000 miles, clean.

1990 PLYMOUTH LASER
Power windows, locks, tilt, cruise
cass alloy wheels

1990 HONDA CIVIC WGN,

Holiday travel costs going up

5 speed, NC, local, one owner.
6,000 miles

Paying more at the pump
National average price of self-service, regular unleaded gasoline
$1.40 I --'$1.0/11
$1.07
1.20

1989 DAYTONA E.S.
Turbo,

$1.381

cass

windows, IOCKS, tilt, cruise
1 owner.

1.00 —

1989 DODGE CONV. VAN

Iraq invades
Kuwait

.80 -

V-8, auto., NC, clean, 1 owner
22,000 miles.

.60 —
.40 -

1989 DODGE COLT

20

2 DR ' owne, °as
special

0June 6

July 18

Nov. 13

Aug.29

1989 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER

Paying more at the airport
Lowest, published roundtrtp air fares from Chicago to major U.S. cities
-- Nov. 1989

July 1990

Nov. 1990

$325

$208 $223 _5259

4 cyl., auto., Atvt/FM, 7 pass ,
woodgrain, local van.

$3-18 $3e4

$318 $343

$422

1989 JEEP CHEROKEE

A

Laredo loaded
4.000 miles

_
Atlanta

Denver
248
7,
$_7_,

$191 $191 $199

Los Angeles

$313
1

Seattle

$278

-

New York

.e

DR., auto., AC,
owner, 28,000 miles.

4

$2°8 $239

1988 DAYTONA
4 cyl., auto., tilt, cruise. cass
owner. 28.000 miles

—

Miami

wheel

1988 LEBARON GTS

::-

$384.
,

it I
•

4

Boston

San Francisco

SOURCE Amencan Automobile Association Ottic,ial Airline Guide

1988 RANGER EXT

AT&T offers $6 billion for NCR
NEW YORK (AP) — American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. moved
to become a major player in the
computer industry by offering $6
billion for the NCR Corp., the
nation's fifth-largest computer
maker.
NCR chairman Charles E. Exley
Jr. reacted negatively to the offer
of $90 worth of AT&T stock for
each share of NCR and criticized
AT&T for making the takeover discussions public Sunday.
AT&T chairman Robert E. Alien
said AT&T decided to go public so
NCR stockholders could make their
own decisions. The $90 offer is $5
more per share than NCR, formerly
National Cash Register, rejected on
Friday as too low.
An AT&T-NCR merger would
be the second-largest takeover of
1990 after Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co.'s $6.13 billion merger with MCA Inc., which was
announced last week. It would represent AT&T's largest-ever
acquisition.
The merger would greatly
increase the presence of the longdistance phone service giant and
telecommunications equipment
maker in the computer industry,
which it entered six years ago with
the breakup of the Bell System.
Some observers had long predicted AT&T, which has made
alliances with and acquired other
hardware and software makers in
recent years, would become one of
the major computer makers.
NCR also is a leading maker of
automated teller machines and cash
registers.
AT&T said the two companies
and their boards have exchanged
letters and presentations on the
proposed acquisition but that talks
had broken down.
"Although AT&T said it is willing to negotiate all aspects of its
proposal, including price, NCR has
since repeatedly refused to meet
with either AT&T or its advisers,"
AT&T said.
AT&T said its $90 offer
amounted to 88 percent more than
the $48 NCR stock traded for on
Nov. 7, the day before reports of a
rumored AT&T bid surfaced in the
media.
But Exley said the $90 offer was
only a 25 percent more than the
highest price his company's stock
had reached in the past six months.
NCR stock traded for $56.75 Friday on the New York Stock
Exchange.

In a statement Sunday -night,
Exley said AT&T cannot hope to
achieve the merger "without the
support and confidence of NCR
management in AT&T's integrity
and sense of honor."
"No ultimatum or demand will
likely win that support or confidence. And no ultimatum or
demand will intimidate the board
of directors of NCR into doing a
disservice to the company, its customers, shareholders and employees," he said.
AT&T said its offer would
remain open until the end of business Wednesday.
It said its purchase of NCR
would be particularly beneficial in
selling computers and other equipment to industries such as retailing
and banking, where NCR has its
strength. AT&T said such uses of
computers require extensive communications know-how that the
company can provide.
Under a merger, AT&T's computer line would be combined with
NCR's, and NCR would continue
to operate under its own name from
its Dayton, Ohio, headquarters,
AT&T said. AT&T said that it did

not expect to close any NCR facilities and that it wanted NCR's management to run the combined
operation.
NCR, which has about 56,000
employees, announced in September it will replace its proprietary
computers with so-called open systems, which adhere to computerindustry standards and can work
easily with models made by other
companies.
NCR earned $412 million on
overall revenue of $5.96 billion last
year.
AT&T, with about 279,000
employees, earned $2.7 billion on
overall revenue of S36 billion last
year.

United Way

It brings out the best

Club Cab, V-6. 5 speeo
loaded. local, 1 owner.

Remember the 10th

1988 LEBARON OPE.

i..'OAO VOV
COME' SACK

4 cyl., auto., AC. AM ,b.8
cruise. local. 1 owner.

1988 DAKOTA
LWB, auto.. NC. Mil,F0A, 14.0,0C.
miles, local, 1 owner.

1988 DAKOTA
4 cyl., 5 speed,SWB. 30.000 7 ies
local, 1 owner

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are -independent business men and
women. They buy their papeis from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
Sc... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

1988 GRAND VOYAGER
V-6, AC, AMIFM, tilt, cruse.
pass., local, 1 owner.

1988 NISSAN 40
4 cyl., 5 speed. A C AMF 4 cea'
.1ocal, 1 owner.

1988 SENTRA
5 speed, NC. AM/FM, 34.002
miles, local, 1 owner.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

1988 S-10

in all of us:"

4 cyl . 5 speed. tool box.
mileage

WE'LL WRAP IT . .
WE'LL SEND IT
If you wish -any gift* purchased at The Party
Mart will be properly packed and delivered in excellent condition anywhere in the U S to the
street address you furnish
only the U P S
charges will be added to your purchase

KIDS EAT

1987 DODGE OMNI
cyl.. auto A/C, AM/FM, 4

Ale Pttrty Mart
poducah's most interesting store
509 Lone Oak Rd

1987 Renault GTA

FREE!

4 cyl., 5 speed, alloy wheels, air

190 DAKOTA
4 cyl., 5 speed. AM/FM, stripes,
27,000 miles, local. 1 owner

1986 CELEBRITY

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Auto.,
Car.

Children under 10 may choose any
iteni on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

AM FM,tilt, cruise. loC.1
•

1986 RAMCHARGER
V-8 4 speed, NC. AMJFM, 404
hunters special
'Whatever it takes we want to be
your car and truck company

442-001 1

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE

Or

Clean

•101cotsol.c bc.ef does e+iclucle.t,

Hannan Plaza

XJ

PEPPERS
0
0

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

[badge
C.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

-44

0

Jeep
I-

2400 East Wood Stmt • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-7484816

s

41

OUR BEST PRICE
UP FRONT!
NO HASSLES!

List Price
$874-84700
Invoice
7,817.03
Add. Peppers Disc.
— 500.00

1.5 Liter 4 Cyl.
Fuel Injection
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Radio
Tinted Glass
Reclining Bucket
Seats

2.2 Liter EFI
5 Speed Trans.
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Cloth Bucket
Seats
Drivers Air Bag
7/70 Warranty
Ask for Details

Although many rank education as state's top problem,
perception has declined since court ruling, poll says
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Many Kentuckians still rank education as the state's top problem,
thougli that perception has declined
since just after the state Supreme
Court ruled the school system
unconstitutional, a new poll says.
The 1990 General Assembly
raised taxes and enacted a sweeping school-reform law to improve
public schools. But Bob Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, agreed that education should
lead the list of state problems.
'The general danger was to
think, 'We've fixed the problem'
by passing the legislation," he
said. "Of course we didn'L We
actually just started the process.
The changes haven't made their
way into the schools yet."
The results of the Bluegrass
State Poll, published in Sunday's
editions of The Courier-Journal,
reflect a feeling that the schoolreform push won't offer a quick
fix, Sexton said.
The poll results suggest that
many Kentuckians "have got their
minds focused on the long run,"
and they don't believe education
reform has had a chance to produce
many solutions yet, Sexton said.
Twenty-six percent of those
surveyed said improving education
is the state's most pressing
problem.
In July 1989, the last time the
Bluegrass poll asked participants to

identify the state's main problem,
more people — 38 percent —
named education than they did in
the latest survey, conducted from
Nov. 12-16.
But the 1989 poll was conducted
shortly after the entire public
school system was ruled unconstitutional. The ruling received extensive publicity.
"The dropoff (from 38 percent
to 26 percent) isn't as great as I
might have expected," Sexton said.
In the latest survey, 829 adults
were asked — without suggestions
or a list from poll-takers — "What
do you think is the most serious
problem or need facing
Kentucky?"
After education, the problem
cited most often was jobs and economic development with 19 percent
— the same percentage as in July
1989.
The latest poll also showed that
not many people consider high taxes as the state's most serious problem. Only 7 percent mentioned taxes as their top concern, despite the
tax increase passed by lawmakers
and approved by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson. That percentage, however, does reflect an increase from
the 1989 poll, when taxes were
mentioned by only a handful of
people.
Those who ranked taxes first
were statistically tied with those
who answered drugs (8 percent)

and social concerns such as homelessness (7 percent).
Next came pollution and environmental concerns (5 percent),
general governmental problems (5
percent) and better roads and transportation (2 percent).

Task force plans to submit final draft
of plan for social services centers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
task force has made headway in
devising social-services centers for
schoolchildren and plans to unveil
its final draft later this month as
part of Kentucky's education
reform effort.
But a consultant for the task
force suggested at a meeting Friday
that the final plan may undergo alterations once its put into action
because Kentucky is breaking new
ground by establishing the centers
statewide.
The task force heard public comments and accepted three reports
dealing with plans for Family
Resource and Youth Services centers. The group will not have a
final draft ready until a Dec. 10
meeting. Group members iruend to
submit their plan to the General
Assembly next month.
The task force did not make any
significant changes in the reports.
But some revisions may be made

,S81-2,4-0700
List Price
7,804.73
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate - 400.00
Your Price

7,4O4.73

Storage Bids -Workshops -Garages -Barns -Playhouses -Cabins
*Only Cook offers 6 styles to choose from
*Only Cook gives a Lifetime Warranty on Treated Lumber

1991 DODGE D-150
4;671

*Only Cook has Rent-To-Own as low as $3681 per month

If you find any bid. offering all Cook features
At a lower price, Cook will beat it

List Price
$447485700Peppers Price
12,794.65
Rebate
-500.00
Add. Peppers Disc. - 500.00
Your Price $11 5794.65

V-6 EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo
Rear Step Bumper
Cloth Seat
Full Carpet
Full Size Spare
Dual Side Mirrors

#100007
318 V-8 EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Chrome Step
Bumper
Cloth Bevel Seat
6x9" Chrome
Mirrors
AM/FM Stereo

50%!!

In Murray on Hwy. 641 N.
Next to 7 Seas Rest. or
Call 753-4239 or 442-5528

List Price
$,14-4344170
Peppers Price 10,981.21
Factory Rebate - 700.00
Your Price '10,281.21

List Price
111.9,2-4-1-.CrO
Peppers Price 17,376.26
Factory Rebate - 500.00
Your Price96,876.26

4.0 Liter
"Power Tech Six"
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Rear
Wiper/Washer
Full Size Spare
w/Cover
Roof Rack Console
Remote Mirrors
Styled Steel
Wheels

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax. title license and doc fee
after rebate. Dealer hold back and or any factory to dealer incentive
retained by dealer. $100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only.
Payments are figured w $500 down for 60 months, 12.95 APR.

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car and truck company."

Enter Our

Christmas
Coloring Book
Contest

before Dec. 10, said the group's
chairman, Human Resources Secretary Harry Cowherd.
The school-reform law requires
that a service center be set up within five years in or near each school
in which at least 20 percent of the
students qualify for free meals. The
centers are to address problems —
such as malnutrition or abuse —
that can keep children from
troubled or impoverished families
from succeeding in school.
The Family Resource Centers
will serve children below age 12
and their families. The Youth Service Centers will serve families
with older children.
There is some uncertainty over
what the centers will look like and
how they will operate. Judy Carter,
executive director of the Chicagobased Family Resources Coalition
and a task force consultant, told The
panel that no other state has tried
to implement such a program
statewide.
"As soon as these things are out,
you're going to have a whole new
set of problems," Carter said.
"This stuff is not going to be.written in stone ... nobody else has figured this ,out either."
Some legislators have questioned
the task force's work, complaining
that it isn't clear what the centers
will do.
But Rep. Louie Mack, DLexington, who attended Friday's
meeting, said he was pleased with
the plans he saw.
The centers will be expected to
provide or assist with preschool for
2- and 3-year-olds, health department services, employment
counseling, and drug and alcohol
counseling.

Observatory delays
astronaut's mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Trouble with the S150 million
Astro observatory today delayed
Columbia astronauts' probe of
some of the hottest spots" in the
universe.
NASA officials had trouble calibrating the observatory's instrument pointing system — which
affects all three telescopes — and
also had problems with a computer
that controls the movements of one
telescope.
Mission scientist Gene Urban at
Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala., remained
confident.
"The mission is poised to do
extremely good science. We are in
an extremely good orbit and three
of the experiments (telescopes)
have been activated almost completely," he said early today.
Columbia blasted into orbit early
Sunday on a mission that was originally scheduled to fly in 1986 but
was postponed by the Challenger
explosion. Hydrogen leaks forced
three launch delays earlier this
year, and a telescope problem
halted a fourth countdown.
Columbia's crew, finally in orbit
after a six-month delay, spent most
of the day Sunday testing the three
ultraviolet telescopes that will be
aimed at quasars, stars and other
high-energy objects during the
10-4ay mission.
Although the astronauts hoped to
make their first scientific observations early today, ground controllers first had to fix a computer that
controls the movements of one
telescope.
Controllers were reluctant to rely
completely on a backup system,
said NASA spokesman Bob
Lessels.

Appearing in the
Thursday, Dec. 6th edition of
Prizes Awarded
For 1st and 2nd Place
in Three Categories:
3-4 yr. olds, 5-6-7 yr. olds
8-9-10 yr. olds
.

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

About 11 percent mentioned
other problems, including crime,
the state lottery and welfare cheating, and another 11 percent said
either Kentucky had no particular
Droblem or they couldn't think of
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& Times )
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Muscle spasm may
cause backache
(forward displacement of one vertebra over another).
Treatment for such conditions ofDEAR DR. GOTT: For 20 years,
I've suffered from backaches that are ten requires physical therapy, braces
relieved as soon as I get out of bed. or corsets, surgery and modification
For three months, I have had chest of activity
pain that leaves me instantly when I
Patients with chronic back pain ofarise also. During the day, I feel 30 ten discover that the pain is relieved
years old, yet at night I feel 90. New by movement and worsened by inacmattresses aren't the answer What tivity Thus, symptoms may increase
is.,
at night and diminish during the day
DEAR READER Backache is one
From your description. I conclude
of the most common symptoms that that you suffer from muscle spasm,
prompt people to seek medical atten- primarily at night You should be extion. It has many causes — some triv- amined by an orthopedic surgeon
ial, some serious — and treatment de- who, after testing you and X-raying
pends on the cause_
your spine, can diagnose the cause of
For example, everyone at one time the spasms and suggest treatment
or another experiences back pain For example, simple muscle spasm
from prolonged sitting or standing, could be relieved by chiropractic masudden movements (such as twisting nipulation, arthritis could be helped
or straightening) or heavy lifting
by anti-inflammatory drugs such as
Back muscles, like other muscles in Indocin or Tolectin, a herniated disc
the body, can ache and cramp under may
need
attention
from
a
certain circumstances. Stress and fa- neurosurgeon.
tigue can lead to back pain, as can fePeople who suffer back pain at
ver, flu and strenuous activity
night may obtain relief by sleeping on
Ordinarily, this type of muscular firm mattresses, which give additionbackache can easily be treated with al support. Evidently, however, this
rest, heat, massage, gentle exercises was ineffective in your case.
and pain medicine, such as aspirin or
I am not sure what causes your
ibuprofen.
chest pain. Peptic ulcer, hiatal hernia
On the other hand, back pain can re- and angina can produce chest pain.
sult from more serious conditions, your orthopedic surgeon may choose
such as a herniated disc. The interver- to test you for these conditions. Some
tebral discs are doughnut-shaped chest pains occur as "sympathetic restructures separating the spinal actions" to back spasm,so by treating
bones. When portions of a disc slip or your back pain, the specialist may
protrude out of position, they may also relieve the chest discomfort
press against spinal nerves, causing
pain that extends down the back and
into the legs. In addition, arthritis of
the spine often causes pain. Both spinal arthritis and herniated discs can
lead to severe spasm of the back muscles, further aggravating the severe
PETER
discomfort.
GOTT,
M.D.
Other common causes of back pain
include scoliosis (curvature of the
spine), spinal fractures(as seen in osteoporosis), and spondylolisthesis
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Two Murray Realtors tied for Realtor of the Year this year and were
honored at the annual Board of Realtors banquet. They are from left,
Frankie McNutt of Kopperud Realty and Bob Perrin, right, Bob Perrin Real Estate. Presenting them the awards are Joe Kennon, 1990
president.

Six Realtors received service awards for 15- or 20-year service at the
annual Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors banquet this past
weekend. Those receiving awards were from left, Bill Kopperud, 15
years; Prentice Dunn, 20 years; Loretta Jobs, 15 years; Anna
Requarth, 15 years; Bob Rogers, 15 years. Not pictured is Warren
Shropshire, 15 years.

DR. GOTT

New directors were installed by the 1991 Kentucky Association of
Realtors President Kenny Nealy (right) at the annual Board of Realtors banquet. From left are Joan Vaughan, Joe Kennon, Tina Wright,
Hal Nance, Earleene Woods, Kenneth Darnell and Bob Perrin, state
director. Not pictured is Bob Haley.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

*•••

•• I
. •
Realtor Amos McCarthy, right, presents Kenny Nealy, 1991 KAR
president, with a basket of products from local businesses from the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. He was also given
a key to the city by Mayor Bill Cherry and a Captain of Kentucky
Lake award from Judge-Executive George Weaks' office.
Mary Jane Roberson, left, 1991 president of the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors, is installed by Kenny Nealy, 1991 KAR
president, at the annual banquet.

1 Secret
agent
4 While
6 Narrow
openings
11 Written in
verse
13 More
uncanny
15 Near
16 Adjust:
settle
18 "American
Dreamer"
TV star:
nits.
19 Early morn
21 Surfeit
22 Fabricated
24 Mormon
State
26 Wooden pins
28 Individual
29 Painful
spots
31 Seasoning
33 Teutonic
deity

1
11
15

24

1

II

29

38
45
50

The 1991 oMcers of the Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors
were installed at the board's annual banquet Friday. They are
from
left, Bob Perrin, state director; Kathy Kopperud, secretary;
Randall
Scott, treasurer; Mary Jane Roberson, president; Dian
Boyd,
president-elect. Performing the installation ceremony was Kenny Nealy, KAR president.

55
61

Joe Kennon, 1990 president, receives the President's Award during
the annual Board of Realtors banquet. Presenting him the plaque is
Mary Jane Roberson, 1991 president.

34 Retained
36 Fat of swine
38 Per cent•
abbr
40 Challenge
42 Antlered
animal
45 Dutch
measure
47 Ripped
49 Labor
50 Hint
52 Weary
54 Title of
respect
abbr
55 Printer's
measure
56 Holds back
59 Negative
prefix
61 Take away
63 Hateful
65 Part of step
66 Sun god
67 Kind of
curve

Cold weather is here—
Warm up with an
-Ashley stove!
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place
2 Spud
3 Old pronoun
4 Ventilates
5 Fragment
6 River in
Africa
7 Limb
8 City in
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Helpers

4
Picture your "Little Helper" with
Santa in the paper on Saturday, December 22, 1990.

4
"America's Favorite
House Warmer"
from
This Area's
Leading Dealer
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Russia
9 Agave plant
10 Calm
12 Tantalum
symbol 14 More
impolite
17 The sweetsop
DOWN
20 Olympian
1 Watering
Spitz
23 Maiden loved
by Zeus
24 "Just the
Ten of
25 Pay attention
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
9
8
27 Bridge term
30 Quarrel
12
13
14
32 Jog
35 Kind of ra9e*
16
18
horse
17UUU
37 Fate
19 20
21
22 23
38 Indiana
player
26
39 More serene
27
28UU 41 Silkworm
43 Dog Star
30
33
44 Spanish
article
34
35
36
37
46 Greek letter
48 Mistake
39
41
42
43 44
51 God of love
ill
53 Icelandic
46
47
. 49
at
writing
57 Christmas
51
52
53
54
58 Yes Sp
60 Editors
56 57
concern_
58
59 60
,abbr
62 Note of
62
63
64
scale
64 Faroe
65
66
6'
• Islands
whirlwind
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Answw to Previous Puzzle

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one
person only), childs,name, along with a
stamped, self addressed envelope for the
return of the original photo.
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4
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Deadline for receipt of photos is noon,
Wednesday, December 19, 1990.
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RENTAL SALES
CENTER
s. sum si

lawny,

7334301
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

020

020

Legit
Notice

Sealed bids will be accepted for the construction of
A new bridge on South 6th Street, over Rosebury
Branch, in Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be
received until 2:00 p.m. (Central Standard Time)
on Friday. December 28, 1990 in the city clerk's
office at the Murray City Hall located at 5th &
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be
opened at that time. Plans, required insurance,
information on bid items, etc. can be obtained at
the above location, whose regular office hours are
Monday thru Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Nodes

CANCER
INSURANCE

CHRISTMAS TREES Scottish Pine. Free delivery.
436-5265.

"roe iocaicia

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!

Stienoyas-

NCR Service
\

THE FAR SIDE

ind.

Ward-Elkins

753-1713

By GARY LARSON

SNAP

0S0
Lost
And Found

They re Neanderthals, LoOna..
of them.'

ID LIKE TO
61‘rE PEG'' JAN
A NICE PAIR
OF GLOVES FOR
CHRISTMAS
BUT I ANTC
.
:..
‘k
.
F_FORG' IT

IF SHE REALLY LIKES YOU CHARLIE
BROWN SHE'LL APPRECIATE ANYTHING
"(OU GIVE I4ER

IF YOU DON'T
GIVE NER EXACTLY
5NE5 EXPECTING,
5i4EILL klATE YOU FOR
THE REST OF
YOUR LIFE

NANCY
B•UT WHAT AM I
SO EXCITED Af3C4/17
A6 FAR AS /-1E'S
CONCERNED I PROMNS
DONT EVEN EXIST
•

EXCUSE ME.. COULD
I Q;ORP-ONN A PIECE
OF PAPER 7

tX161!

UNWRINKLED,
IF Is'Ot.)
NAVE it.

0

41,14

11E. ‘11111
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Full time deli cook, Nil and
pan time counter help
Apyat

Owens Food
Market
Ask for Lois
STUDENTS, self-starters
Be your own boss, financially independent With
small investment ran the 1/1
growth company in
America
Call
1 615-664 1060 for more
information
TELEPHONE Sales, morning, afternoon, or evening
hours. No experience
necessary Ideal for students, homemakers, retirees Casual, friendly office. Earn up to $10hr plus
incentive bonuses Immediate hire. 759-1228.
TRUCK Driver Trainees
High school graduate or
GED Want to drive a truck'?
No experience'? Call J W
1-800-457-7364

SALES
OPPORTUNITY
Established busi
ness
equIpmen
company now has
an opening for sales
representative
in
Murray and Western
Ky. Sales experience preferred. Benefit program, company car, salary and
bonus.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040E,
Murray, KY 42071.
WENDY'S is now hiring for
day positions Cashiers,
grill cooks, maintenance.
closers, salad bar prep and
sandwich makers. Apply at
Wendy's 1111 Chestnut
daily 2-4pm

04.

FOOD SERVICE WORK.
ERS: Murray State University is now hiring part-time,
temporary, on-call food service workers to work on an
u-needed basis in the catering
area. Prior food service experience is required. Salary:
$5.00 per hour. Apply at Personnel Services, 4th floor.
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University. li0E/MFVH

Situation
Warted
WILL babysit in my home
East Calloway area
753-3535

START THE NEW YEAR
OFF RIGHT Mm A
NEW CAREER

ALLIANCE

• - II
1-800434-1203

43•24Scar
0 '100

0•11•00

Syncoocaloo soy

'HOLIDAY INCOME' Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
Christmas cards, gift items
etc. For more information
send a stamped envelope
to: T&J Distributors, General Delivery, Miami, FL
33156

M
IMI
"

STAN' ASIDE! NO TIME. TO
CHAT! I'M A BUSY CAT!
•

Frawarirmr-zi
BEETLE, THE GENERAL HAS
CONSIDERED YOUR DEMAND

BLIT "LielERTY" AND
THE "PURSUIT OF
HAPPiNE66" MUST
WAiT UNTIL YOU
ARE PI5CHARGE2

FOR CERTAIN INALIENABLE

o
w
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110
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061

JANITORIAL position
available. 20hrs/week
Apply in person Boone's WANTED: Small to meCleaners.
dium farm with livable
house or vacant acreage.
JOB Opportunities Be your Murray-Mayfield area Call
own boss Earn up to 50% 517-875-2119
Insurance available Cal
for information 753-0171.
Free jewelry with
appointment
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if . 'You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma: 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A,
Call J T P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Ba m -11 30a m

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy
NINTENDO base system,
2 max controllers, 12
games $350 753-8713
SPA for sale 753-3488 alter 6pm.
AVOCADO stove standard
size, good condition, $75
759-1293 after 5pm

2 MINK stoles 1 Mahogany
china mink, 1 gray Norway
mink. Excellent condition.
Will sell reasonable.
753-1537.
3 LOOSE diamonds,
'4 carat each. Appraised at
$2275, will sell all for
$1375 Mayfield, 328-8122

Appliances
FROSTFREE refrigerato
2A yrs old Runs like new
753-5671
160
Home
Furnishings
COUCH and loveseat, coffee table and 2 end tables,
pair of lamps, stain glass
swag lamp 753-6078 or
can be seen at 1616
Sycamore

does to, ow/

ly.oyea no wow oves "An.;

WANTED Full time secretcry Shorthand typing,
computer skills Send resume to PO Box 1040C
Murray, Ky 42071

WINDOWS 8 storm windows 32x38, 32x54,
36x38. 24x38 492-8659

Moak
Homes For Salo

Doll houses and furniture
Cuba Rd
Mayfield
247-5936

TRAILER 14x70 2BR. 2
bath Appliances furnished
Lots of room New 200amp
hook-up service pole
GAS heater, ceiling mount,
$6000. Must see to appre125BTU 489-2531 after
ciate. 502-628-3379 after
5Pel
6pm
WOODEN storage buildings. 8x16' starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Aaee Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

Businsee
Services
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state Investigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641
SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales, service, supplies, parts and
rental units Local company Gail 1 800-248 4319

FREE Simmons queen size
waterbed, mattress and
springs 753-4923

WHY RENT? YOUR OWN
HOME can be yours for
cheaper payments than
rent and there's no better
time to buy than NOW! Kiss
the landlord good-bye and
be in your new home for the
holidays! BARGAIN HOME
CENTER, Hwy 641
SOUTH, Paris, TN,
901.644-1176
or
642-7024

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR mobile home in Pirates Cove Recreational
Development new Aurora
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For information call
753-2613
300
Booboo
Rentals

LANE recliner chair, beige,
good condition. 753_4849.

20' Magnavox color TV
remote & cable ready.
3wks. old 753-5588

NEAL'S new and used furniture, appliances and cars.
Just opened at 103 B St.
Benton, Ky. 527-0403

LARGE Realistic speakers PRIME office space for
new in July, 120 watts rent Up to 2000sq ft near
Good condition 753-4964. court square 753-5870 or
753 9621

4
753CA
938
R 6sho
75p3-w
41
(
5 )1 9.otfice

270
Farm
Equipment

Mobile
Horne* For Sale

454. INTERNATIONAL
tractor with plow 700ft o
2' PVC pipe and pump for
irrigation 753-4053 after
5INTI

14x72 2br, 1 bath Built-in
microwave, china cabinet,
in mint condition Take over
payments at $175 a month
753-9826

CATERPILLAR 0-7 17A
dozer, excellent shape
Under carriage 90%
Ready to go to work Also 2
blades, 1 angle and 1
straight like new Also
Caterpillar scraper 12 yds ,
excellent shape All for
$10,000. Must sell!
502-628-3379 after 6pm

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS in your new home!
Bargain Home Center has
a bigger selection than ever
and we're ready to make a
deal! Come see us and pick
out your new home iust xi
time for Christmas! BAR
GAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy 641 South, Pens, TN,
9 0 1 6 4 4 1 1 76
or
642-7024

120
Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment Low utilities, no pets References
required 753-3949.
1BR, brick, carport, patio,
completely furnished
Clean, shade, no pets
$255/mo 753-6931
1BR central heat/air, WO
hookup, no pets References required $210 per
month 753-3949.
1BR furnished apartment
Close to University and
hospital Some utilities
paid Call 753-8756 or
753-4012

INVENTORY REDUC
TION SALE I Prices never 28R beck, storage, patio,
lower
on homes in stodt! If carport No pets $295,mo
UNDERWATER Nikonis V
you're
in the market for a Call 753-6931
camera, with 35mm extenmobile home, don't buy all 28R carport, central I-VA,
sion tube set, SB-103
speedlight and king pelican you check with us! BAR- stove, refrigerator No pets
GAIN HOME CENTER, Deposit, lease. $350/rno
case Bargain $995
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN, 1802'4 A
Monroe
928-4460
901-644-1176
or 1-502-527-7382 after 5pm
642-7024
210
2BR duplex Noe neighborMOBILE Home and lot hood, newly
decorated Re14x70, outbuilding, fenced ferences, deposit required
Firewood
backyard $16,500
No pets $275/mo
A1A firewood Seasoned 753-0260
436-2816 anytime
oak $25 delivered, $20 MUST sell 55t1 remodeled
2BR duplex in Northwood
pickup 492-8254
new paneling and paint out $295/mo 759-4406
FIREWOOD for sale side, all new carpet new
paneling in kitchen and LR
APARTMENT for rent 1 or
436-2744
gas heat, price reduced to 2 bedrooms Fully turnFIREWOOD Seasoned or sell $2300 Also 45 old law shed, heat and water ingreen Also slab wood books, some published in cluded Call 759-1743 after
Charles Barnett 753-5476 1896 Can see on Forrest 5pm
Coleman Rd in Penny
FIREWOOD $30 rick, delivFURNISHED Ibr apartCommunity 753-1242
ered and stacked
ment Paid utilities Lease
436-2525
NEED $$CASH$$ for and deposit required
Christmas'? Manufacturers 436-2755
A FIREWOOD for sale
rebates up to $1000 avail
437-4667
able on some homes $500 NEW 2br duplex with caron others! See your friendly port 710 Sycamore and
MIXED hardwood
Ridgewood
sales consultants at BAR- 1821
753-4120
GAIN HOME CENTER for 753-7457
details THIS AD MUST NEW 3br central H/A, stove
220
ACCOMPANY ANY RE- and refrigerator furnished.
BATE REQUEST BAR- Carpet through-out No
Musical
GAIN HOME CENTER,
6 PIECE clear Ludwig drurn Hwy 641 SOUTH, Pans, pets $450/mo plus deposet with 2 Zildjian cymbles TN, 901 644 1176 or sit 105 N. 16th St. Days
753-1953, nights
and high hat Clean and 642-7024
753-0870
serious inquiries only.
$950. 474-8049.
WANTED Organ with full
set of foot pedals Call
753-0815 after 6 30pm
210
Miscellaneous
FREE standing woodburnrig stove, double insulated
pipe, $150, 220ga1 fuel
tank with stand $75
753-9852.
MEAT rabbits and honey
Norswood Road off Kirksey
Hwy (299) Watch for
honey sign 489-2693
12noon-lpm or after 6pm

AIR compressor, service
truck type Needs motor
759-1777 after 4pm or
trade for small air
compressor

KEN Holland prints for sate
30% below listed value Al
are in mint condibon, unframed in original package
All prints are the same
number Phone 759 4971
leave message

111sodansou•

isc

PROOF sets and solver dollars make fine presents for
every occasion! If we don't
have the date you need.
we'll get it at no extra cost to
S ECRETARY/ BASEBALL cards Buy, sell you Check our US and
foreign coins, proof sets
Receptionist Local con- and trade 759-1683
struction company has an COMPLETE CP/M compu- and silver dollars at the Ox
opening for an experienced ter system printer, modem, Yoke Antique Store
secretaryfreceptionst Du- software, word processor, (Hazel), Treasure House
ties include typing, shor- data processor, graphics, (Murray), the Mercantile
thand, and light clerical and DeBase $500 (Aurora), Olde Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield), and the
work Applicant should 753-8024, 762-2996
Book Rack on E Wood
have excellent knowledge
Street in Pans We buy
of grammar and interact HEAVY-DUTY trash bar
well with the public Send rels at Parker Ford Lincoln- coins and offer professional
reikume to David PO SOX Mercury $6 each 701 appraisals of estates
753-4161
Main Street, 753-5273
93.1 Murray, Ky 42071
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check gusranteed Free details write,
SD, 12610 Central, Stele
256-TKY Chino, CA 91710

270

250

090

EXCELLENT INCOME' WILL do light house cleanEasy work! Assemble ing. 436-2299.
simple products at home
110
1-504-641-7778 Ext. 2329
24 hours
Instruction
EXPERIENCED waitress
needed. Apply in person at
INSTRUCTION
Uptown Coffee Shop, 410
Main St. Between
c•t)
cit LEARN TO DRIVE
8am-3pm, Mon-Fn.
TRACTOR-TRAILER

lit Lamed teatu•

CANT BELIEVE IM
ACTUALL4 SITTINGNEXT TO 11AE CUTEST
B.C4 IN SCHOOL'

COUNTER personnel Must be able to meet public
well, have pleasant personality Good starting salary,
flexible hours Apply in person Boone's Cleaners

LOST in or near the Lawry
Center on MSU campus. 3
GM keys on a silver GMAC
keynng If found please call COURIER-Journal is look753-0410 after 4pm
ing for a self motivated
individual in Murray to do
telemarketing_ If interested
060
please call 1-800-866-2211
Help
Ext. 4140. Ask for Joe CottWanted
man between 8am-4pm,
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- Mon-Fn.
VICES: Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts, EARN extra cash for Christand check for assembly. mas doing full time or part
Call (404)426-0672 Ext time temporary phone
sales. No experience
DB520.
necessary. Ideal for students, homemakers and retirees. Hourly wage + inbonuses.
centive
759-1201

Every one

210
Articies
For Sale

COMMUNITY HEALTH
NURSE Purchase District
Health Department has an
opening in the Graves
County Health Center for a
Community Health Nurse V
with supervisory skills In
addition to direct patient
care, responsibilities will include coordinating clinical
services and supervising
clinical nursing staff Minimum qualifications A Baccalaureate degree in nursing from a school accredited by the National
Some &dyer'dons menage% we tint
League for Nursing, plus a
eke
they re Seen 0
, tleatCI to, a
taw seconds
end than they pe
minimum of two(2) years of
glom
experience, or graduation
IC; not that we, yetsen you adyerlost
trom an Associate degree
,n[Implied Your rnonsage on pont
cant,. read and oe read
program or diploma progany
of the dey or nopht
ram which is state apwhim you'n. tooa,ra) to, ItaliC
proved plus at least four (4)
look to classo toed
One plsOne ced
years of experience. LicenPutt YOur ad on pint and it kept
On perking tor you
ought wound
sure Current license to
ese clock
practice as a registered
nurse in Kentucky. Salary:
The Murray
$10 47/hr. or $78525 biLedger & Times
weekly 10% salary inClassified Ads
crease will occur within the
753-1916
first year of employment.
Excellent fringe benefit
TRANSFER your home package. Applications may
movies to videotape 7c per be picked up at any local
toot Call Donna Darnell health department in the
759-9246
Purchase area. Applicabons and transcripts may
be mailed to Purchase District Health Department,
P.O. Box 2357, Paducah,
KY 42002-2357. We will
SPECIAL NEEDS
continue to accept applicaADOPTION PROGRAM tions until the position is
1-800-432-9346 filled. Equal Opportunity
OEN Ws VCABINET FOR MAYAN RESOURCES Employer.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

CLASSIFIEDS

ISO

Notice

No age limit to apply it
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree intorma
non call

Attention is called to prospective bidders to the
Prequalification Requirements and necessity for
securing Certification of Eligibility and Certification of Bid Proposal.

Wierray Ledger & Times

ROTO Tiller (new)for 16hp
Craftman tractor, cost
$476, yours tor 8280 Gilson Bhp Rob,tiller excellent
condition, $160, Ririe 30-30
Remington model 788 with
Bushnell Scope $160, port
able electric keyboard or
gal. new condon rrit
Harmochord 9100
489-2333

TOOLMAKERS OR MACHINISTS
Excellent opportunity for individuals with machining
and tooling background. If you are interested in working
for a progressive, World Class organization and have the
ability to build or repair forming, pierce, and mm dies for
a Press Manufacturing Operation, you may be qualified
for a position with us.
Position offers a competitive salary, benefits, opportunity and a professional atmosphere. If qualified, send
resume with salary history to:

1 arid 2E
downt
753-410
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LARGE
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DANA CORP.
301 Bill Bryan Blvd.
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Equal Opportunity Employer

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$592 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20%
of the $75 Part-B deductible. PartB benefits are paid in or out of the
hospital. The 1990 rate is $56.04
per month.

KOPPEF
fers a o
Real Est:
wide sel
homes
753- 12
1-800-2
711L

KENTLK
loway I
50x10C
313-699

HO

For more Information call.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkirtsville Federal Savings Building
'free local ciatm service"
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CLASSIFIEDS
320

460
Apartments
For Rent

2
ad
TIP
le
reter
VN
for
an
ter
iss
;nd
he
i4E
41
N.
or

1 and 2BR apartments new
downtown Murray
753-4109

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
HOMES ayallabrs from goy,
srnmant from $1 without credit chock. You repair. Also
tax delinquent foreclosures
CALL (505)662-7555 EXT
2325 for repo list your area

NICE 2br apartment Utik
bes plus cable furnished
Partially furnished, between University and University Square, for 1 or 2 3BEDROOM house, must
girls 753-4731 216N 13th be moved from current loNICELY furnished apart- cation, 12th & Poplar Call
ment for rent, near MSU MTG Real Estate
1,2,3BR 9-5 753-6111, af- 753-4000, ask for John
ter 5pm, 753-0606
FOR sale by owner Nice
ROOM for rent, furnished 3br, brick, 1%4 bath on 2
1blk from MSU campus on lots Two-2 car garages
Farmer Ave $85/mo 4- ubl and office. 3 miles south of
Murray in Lynnwood Es
axis 759-4104
tates. $70'5 759-1811
2BR apartment new University Good condition, appliances furnished Available now Coleman RE
753 9898

off0

470
28R house newly decor
ated $300/mo Deposit and
references required
753-4729
4BR 2 bath 605 N 16th
$550 plus deposit Available Nov 30 Coleman RE
753-9898
HOUSE for sale or rent
2br, 1 block from campus
Call 753-3293 after 6prn

Motorcycles
1986 DS-80 Suzuki good
condition, $400 Excellent
Christmas gift for young
ster 492-8298 after 5pm
1988 HONDA 4 trax 250R.
Excellent condition.
753-8848
480

Auto
Services
LARGE 3bedrm brick,
1bath separate double car- NEW and used tires Key
port with patio $400 mo Auto Parts Hwy
121S
plus deposit 1709 Farmer 753-5500
Ave Available Dec 6th No
pets 753-8477.
ARO
Used
NICE 2br brick with garage
Cars
Coleman RE 753-9898
1968 MUSTANG red with
REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location black vinyl top, $1850,
New central gas heat and 1977 Ford LTD $600, 1983
air Includes refrigerator, Regal 4 door Limited,
washer and dryer Tons of loaded, $1600, 1983 Regal
storage' Discounted rent 2 door, tilt, cruise, $1250
will finance or trade any of
$400 753-8734
the above 1985 Cutlass
WELL insulated 2br, bath, Supreme Broughmn,
wall/wall carpeting, near loaded $3675,
1986 PonMurray No pets Deposit tiac LE 4 door,
loaded
References required $250 $3975 492-8884
753-7551
1976 PONTIAC Grand
Prix PS, PB, PW, and tilt
arm
Nice wheels and tires
Pets
Sharp (white) $1100 OBO
& Supple.
753-3970 after 5pm
AKC Black Lab puppies 1978 MONTE Carlo needs
Ready for Christmas $125 work Seafood Express
male, $100 female
753-6149, ask for Tina
753-6984
1978 MUSTANG 2 door,
AKC Cocker Spaniel
automatic, good condition,
puppy, red female, $75 $1050
753-9181 or
1-328-8715
753-8124
AKC Poodle puppies, apn1978 OLDSMOBILE Cutcot shots and wormed Palass Salon Maroon, good
radise Kennels 753-4106
tires 435-4153
AKC Registered Pomeranian puppies shots and
wormed
$ 1 50
1-328-8016, 1-328-8292
after 4pm

1979 FORD LTD, 4 door,
2-tone blue, new Ores, city
sticker. $950 Real good
clean car 753-6554 after
4pm

CHINESE Sher Pei pup1979 VW Dasher 4 .00r
pies CSPCA registered
hatchback. 4 speed, good
fawns and red fawns $350,
condition, $850
blacks
$ 5 00
or 753-8124.
901-247 5252
1980 LTD Crown Victoria
CHRISTMAS pups AKC 64,000 miles,
good condiminiature Schnauzers tion
753-0349 anytime
Born 11 12 90 $150 N
Graves County 674-5563 1980 MERCURY Marquis
Broughmn Loaded, new
GIFT Opportunity two
tires, shocks and exhaust
11i year old purebred feNeeds alternator First
male English setters May
$500 gets it before Christdelay pick up until Christmas 759 4626
mas Eve 436-2261
1981 CUTLASS Supreme
RAT Terrier puppies 6
2 door, low miles sharp
weeks old, females $25,
Very good condition Must
males $30. 753-2293.
selll $2000 437-4751 or
RAT Terriers, great for 527-7894
Christmas 6 weeks old
1981 HONDA Accord 5
759-9780
speed, air, stereo, etc.
SHIH-ZU, $150 Ready for 35mpg, excellent condition,
$1300. After 5pm,
Christmas 474-8057
753-8618
UKC black and tan Coon
hound puppies, 9 weeks 1983 DELTA 88 Olds Extra
old. 1 AKC black Lab fe- nice, new Michelin tires, 2
door sedan 492-8353
male, 4/, months
901-247-3220 (Puryear, 1983
OLDS Cutlass waTN)
gon, good condition Call
after 4pm 395-7986
430
1984 OLDS 98 Regency
Reel
Brougham Sharp, low
Um.
miles $5500 753-8153
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fors a complete range of 1985 CUTLASS Supreme,
Real Estate services with a excellent condition 1
wide selection of quality owner 753-5976, after
5pm 498-8528
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free 1965 RED Nissan
300ZX,
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
excellent condition, new
711L
tires 753-1842 or after
5pm, 498-8528
440
1986 AUDI 5000 excellent
Lots
condition Best offer
For Sale
753-4981.
KENTUCKY Lake lots Calloway County. 75x100,
50x100 $800 080
313-699-9809

1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 44,000 miles
$6200 753-3682 or
759-488,4

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
)/
4th

(Horne) 753-1566
Sycamore
759-1521
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat 10-6 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball. Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies
* Any Groat Christmas Gifts *

Murray
'e
Ledger & Times

490

.190
Homes
For Sato

1987 MAZDA 323 42,000
miles, 5-speed, air By
owner $5500 or best offer
753-7419 after 3 30pm
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr
$226.36 mir
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc,nq On The Spot

YES
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916

OYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
10 Toyota
10 Toyota Corolla............1,487
10 Toyota Camry.........„ ,12,487
19 Toyota Cern
'10187
19 Toyota Cellia $11481
19 Acura.................... '18187
19
......
'Et Toyota Carirf
18 Toyota Cressida $13,487
11 Chevy
18 Toyota Carnry.... 1,987
18 Pont. Bame. LE
17 Cutlass S.Brou '7,987
17 Nissan Sentra.............'4187
17 Honda Accad LXI......1,487
17 Nazda
16 TrUi 4WD Wgn.„..„„ '5,487
16 Honda Acrad DX '7,987
16 Toyota Supra
'8,987
16 Toyota Cressida $8987
'85 Dodge Daytona...0 W
85 Toyota
15 UCs Cera
14 Pontix TrrsAm S3417
14 Dlls Custom Cruiser 84287
14 Toyota
14 Toyota
'83Prticuth
13 Buil
S3,487
13 Hada Crvic
'83 Nisr Sentra Vign 1,487
11 Ilazda RX7......
10 Toyoti

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
1'89 Pontiac 6000

$4987
'M Chevy Cavalier ........ $4987
'M Pontiac 6000............. $49137
'88 Ford Tempo GL
$4987
'88 Ford Escort LX. $4987
'87 Chevy Eurosport
'87 Ford Taurus V6

$4987

'87 Chevy Celebrity_

$4987

$4987

'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
'86 Ply. Horizon
$3487
'85 Chry. Lebaron GTS.$1987
'85 Olds Delta 88,
$4987
'85 Olds 98 Regency
'84 Olds Cutlass

$4987

$4987
'84 Buick Skyhavri WON $2487
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
83 Mazda 626 LI
$2987
83 Nissan Sentra WGht$2487

'88 Cad. Eldorado__ $2487
'78 Ply. Horizon
$987
"76 Chevy Malibu

$1287

TRUCKS
'85 Chevy S-10 V.6
'84 Ford Van

$3987

'81 Ford Van..

$3967

'78 Chevy Suburban

$3987

$3987

'77 Chevy Stepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
W• soli dependable,
affordable cars to poodle
who want to establish or
rt-ostablish their credit.
Low Monthly Payments
Other Locations:
Mayliold Paducah
WI accept Visa & MC
See Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales Mgr

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

YES

We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money!

VelOslos landre S3.000 Do Not Ouakt,

TRUCKS
10 Chevy Silverado m...511487
'89 Fad Conversion lir $16487
19 Ford Iterosti
'13487
19 Toyota
.....1,917
'19 Toyota
18 Ptr. an Vc1,....„. 10087
'88 liazda 82200 .... ......1987
11 Toyota 4 Runner.. '11,417
18 Plymouth Vtiyager
18 Ford Ranger................$5987
17 Igazda
17 Toyota 1
'6117
17 Ford Atroslz . '1,987
16 Toyota 4t4„...„.........,,,S7487
'86 Cheri Silyerko v:17
15 Toyota
15 beep CP
15 Chevy Cully
'12 Cory Silyerado_ 13717
71 Jeep Yiapneer......42907
Aubrey Hatt her
Bill Calvert
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus, Mgr,
Chad Cochran, Sales Mgr.

TOYOTA
E's S 12th
f.laray, KY

Phone
7514961

1986 OLDS Calais Low
miles, good condition, must
sell, best offer 753-3406
from 7am-4pm, 753-8753
after 5pm

Services
tThered

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
arid insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

HAULING yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, roofing, painting
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates
489-2303.

Vans
1986 FORD Van. nine pas
senger, A/C, almost new
tires, and in good condition
$4950 Call 759-1602

1974 DATSUN pickup with
topper Runs good has
good tires 753-3695
8-11am, 8-10pm
1984 DODGE Ram Charger 4x4 loaded, clean,
$4750 759-1958
1988 FORD Ranger 5
speed, $4150, 1988 Mazda
34,000 miles, 1 owner with
air, $5950; 1958 Ford
pickup truck $550, will finance or trade 492-8884

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and coding bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
QUALITY work
Roofing
painting eat/it and con
crote etc 20 years experi
ence 474 0107

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

LEAF raking and removal in
city or county Reasonable
rates Joe s lawn Care
345-2312

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec. Room additions
Door and window installation Finish carpentry work
Free estimates. Call
753-1126 or 436- 2617 after
4pm

CIA
Service'
Offered

Services
Offered

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60f1 aenal trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon Fri , 7530530
WI LL do landscaping lawn
maintenance vacuum
leaves dean gutters Free
estimates Reasonable
rates 345 2187 or
247-5523
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

YJ/3FERRY'S

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates. 753-7203

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Nice 3 BR, 1 bath brick home in a nice quiet
neighborhood. Just right for the starter home or
the retirement.' MLS-2741

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Orop by & sew our showroom

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th

753-1651

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267,
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835
SEWING machine repair
All makes and models
Home and industrial Call
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
Hwy 121 Stella, Ky.
SPICELAND ELECTRIC
Complete wiring, rewiring
and service work. Steve
and Jason Spiceland electricians. 492-8385, day or
night.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am.
Septic system, drive-ways,
Gray with red interior, air,
hauling, foundations, etc
excellent condition.
759-4664.
759-9850 after 4pm.
BLOCK brick, concrete,
1987 CHEVY Caprice
drive ways, foundation,
Classic 1 owner, less than
baeas, patios, chimneys,
40,000 miles, 3 year warrepair work Charles Barranty existing Lots of exnett, 753-5476
tras 759-9570
BUILDER New homes,
1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL
framing, additions, gar5 speed, air, sunroof,
ages, barns patios, decks,
37,000 miles $3800. greenhouses
remodeling
753-8642 before 10am, or
site preparation, hourly/
after 4pm
contract Tripp Williams,
753 0563
496

510

Services
Offered

STEWART S Hauling trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County. 436-5236

WE Guarantee!
That s right,If you are not
happy with the operation of
your used car or truck you
bought from us, return it to
us within 3 days or 200
miles (whichever comes
first) and well repair it or
well refund your money
It's as simple as that!

sin

510
Used
Cars

Used
Csrs

PAGE 19

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebbers 759-1247, leave
message_

Now that we are entering_ our "garage sale season:we want you to be in lormod (HI 0111' --,------We do work 2 days in advance to hctici
you. Deadlines are P.M. Mon.-Fri. tii(1 I()A.N1
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come hv
he

Murray
classified department.
Ledger & Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control Like to be a little busier?

753-7588

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
'Duality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
piste service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

DAVIDSON Roofing Co Alf
types of roofing 30 years
,expenenoe Ai work guar
1985 S10 Blazer Tahoe anteed in writing Free esti
package, loaded, alumimates Specializing in
num wheels, 45,000 miles
shingle work 763-5812
$6800 437 4723
DO any type odd iobs tree
work tun shrubbery cut
and clean fence rows seal
blacktop dnveways. light
hauling and other types of
work Free estimates CaN
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mat' Robert Prescott, 753-2054
manufacturers Most parts DUSTBUSTERS office and
in stock on my truck All house cleaning Painting
work and parts warranted
window cleaning, chimney
Ask for Andy at The Ap- repair Free estimates
pliance Works 753-2455
753-5368

Call 753-1916

Gentry Painting 1677k 'to Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
Residential Painting
Interior' - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wm

COMPLETE home repair,
carpentry, electric, plumbing, appliance and refrigeration repair 753-0318

Put yourself here.

Gentr y

Tit 4 Boy 177K, &Surrey,

Ky

42071

4

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

753-6952
DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions

436-5272

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

489-2739

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling. proses, decks porches Horne rremirnancr

Septte Tank! & Seuer‘
Call Us Anytime

489-2303

759-4685
call:

753-1916

MondaN-Frida% 8 am.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-I'2 p.m.

To place your ad
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•.
& Home .9.
Tools
#6016

Orbital Finishing
Sander

30%N50%

$49
95
#6405

81/4 Circular Saw

off

Case Knives

Litex - Casablanca
Fasco

33%0„

$13995
#6065

15 AMP Sander

THERMOS

Malibu Exterior
Landscape
Lights

Gas Grill
#6539-1

$109
SAW'

4

Super Twist
AtiglIv.VSPA

$32
99

SAW
Cordless Wrench

ACE

ACE Magnetic
Flashlight

$4999

Hardware

#31543

As Advertised On
National T V

Not Exactly
As Pictured

(440 27402)

Ace 3/8" Cordless Drill
Powerful 2 speed 02999
reversible drill with W
While
Supplies
rechargeable batLast
tery pack.

Sunbeam
Ultrasonic Cool Spray

Detector
Radar(Whistler)

Humidifier

(UL1000A 34412)

Ace Ultra Brute AA Flashlight

As Advertised On
National TV,

Wherever instant illumination is needed this
super tough, impact resistant shell flashlight is
a must. Features krypton bulb and includes 2
AA batteries.

Starting at

$
While
Supplies
Last

Rival Compact

Ace 6 Outlet Power Strip
This 6 outlet power
strip is ideal for home
appliances and your
workshop
power
tools

Kero-Sun
Heater
Kerosene
20,000 BTU

Heater
1500 Watt

(4728 33543)

$z188
V

While
Supplies
Last

$39
95

Ceramic

(B-1 67630))

Gourmet Sampler
This gift set includes
3" parer and 5" boner 0
knives with high carbon stainless steel
blades and walnut
handles.

Space Heater

Don't forget your Christmas
batteries! Check out our
complete line.

Mega-Heat
While
Supplies
Last

$5900
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HOLESALE

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main

Murray

753-3361

LECTRIC

SUPPLY
206 E. Main

Murray

753-8194

